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AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID K. PORTER

County of Milwaukee )
: ss

State of Wisconsin )

DAVID K. PORTER, being duly sworn according to law, deposes

and says:

1. I am Manager of the Nuclear Engineering Section of the

j Nuclear Power Department of Wisconsin Electric Power Company.

I graduated from the University of Illinois with a bachelor of

science degree in electrical engineering in 1965. I then spent

four years in the U. S. Navy's Nuclear Power Program which included

one year in training and three years of reactor operating experience

as an engineering officer aboard a nuclear-powered cruiser. I
i

!

joined the Nuclear Projects Office of Wisconsin Electric in 1969
and have been involved in various engineering assignments relating

.

! to the Point Beach Nuclear Plant and preconstruction nuclear

projects since that time. As Manager of the Nuclear Engineering

Section, I am responsible for providing technical, licensing, and

engineering support to the Point Beach Nuclear Plant. These
,

responsibilities include the technical review of plant equipment

and repair specifications, and implementation of U. S. Nuclear
4
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Regulatory Commission ("NRC") licensing actions involving Wisconsin

Elc tric's operating nuclear facilities. I am personully familiar

with Wisconsin Electric's activities concerning inspection and

repair of the Point Beach Nuclear Plant steam generators and our

application before the NRC with respect to these activities.

2. In connection with the repair of the steam generators at

the Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Wisconsin Electric submitted on

July 2, 1981, an application for amendments to Facility Operating

Licenses DPR-24 and DPP.-27, for Point Beach Nuclear Plant Units 1

and 2, respectively, requesting changes to the plant Technical

Specifications which would permit repair of steam generator tubes

with defect indications exceeding the 40% tube plugging limit.

The existing Technical Specifications require removing such tubes

from service by inserting tube plugging devices. The requested

changes would permit repairing such tubes by a process such as

sleeving, and leaving these tubes in service. This procedure has

been previously utilized at the R. E, Ginna nuclear plant and,

on a large scale, at San Onofre Unit 1.

3. As par t of the preparations for possible sleeving repair

of steam generator tubes at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant,

Wisconsin Electric will be conducting a sleeving demonstration

program on one of the Point Beach Unit 1 steam generators during

the fall refueling outage scheduled to begin October 9, 1981.

The objectives of this deconstration program are to perform and
evaluate the various steps and processes required for steam

generator sleeving on a small number of tubes prior to an outage
for a full-scale sleeving operation. The demonstration program
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will include sleeving of up to 12 tubes with eddy current indica-

tione. of degradation, up to 6 of which will have degradation in

excess of the '.ugging limit, and including some tubes which are

now plugged.

4. Each steam generator contains 3260 inverted, U-shaped

vertical tubes. The ends of the tubes pass through and are

anchored in a tubesheet at the bottom. The tubesheet is a large

circular plate, about 22 inches thick, through which holes are

drilled for the tubes. The bottom 2-1/2 to 3 inches of the end
of each tube is fastened within the bottom of the tubesheet by

" rolling," i.e., a tool is inserted into the tube to mechanically

expand the tube tightly against the walls of the tubesheet hole.

The tubes are also welded at the bottom face of the tubesheet,

but are not fastened at the top of the tubesheet.

5. " Sleeving" is the insertion of a smaller diameter,

thermally treated Inconel 600 metal tube inside a steam generator

tube so that the bottom of the sleeve is flush with the bottom of

the tube. The sleeve extends beyond the top of the tubesheet,

and bridges the degraded portion of the tube. The sleeve is
|
! bonded ta the tube at the bottom. It is also bonded just below

the top of the sleeve so as to provide a length of free sleeve

above the bond.

l.

6. Neither the probability of occurrence nor the consequences

of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety

as previously evaluated in the safaty analysis report would be
!

increased by operation following the sleeving demonstration program.

By the very nature of the sleeving process, that is, insertion
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and joining of a tube inside a tube, the probability of occurrence

of a primary-to-secondary tube leak or sudden tube rupture is

actually reduced. A second barrier to tube leakage or rupture has

been provided. Even if the repaired tube is a previously flawed

tube, the inserted sleeve spans the previously flawed area and

provides a pressure boundary and barrier similar to the original

unflawed tube. The sleeves are manufactured from thermally

treated Inconel 600, a material which has demonstrated greater

corrosion resistance in steam generator environments than the

original tube material. Thus, the probability of occarrence of

sleeve corrosion with subsequent leakage is significantly reduced.

Pressure testing and non-destructive examination will be conducted

prior to startup to verify the integrity of the joints between

the sleeve and the tube wall.

7. Sleeving will strengthen the tube and the joining process

will not increase the potential for circumferential rupture of

the tube during operating and/or accident conditions. The

differential pressure testing to which these joints will be'

subjected provides assurance that the joint and tube wall boundary
,

|

|
will withstand operating or expected accident conditions. The

ability to detect significant defects in the primary to secondary

I

| boundary is not lessened by sleeving. While the presence of

the Fleeve may hi nder obtaining eddy current information regarding

small defects in the original tube wall, it does not inhibit

1
' detection of significant flaws in the original tube wall. Ir

any event, regardless of the degree to which the presence of flaws

in the original tube can be detected, once the sleeve has been

l
i

1
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inserted, joined to the original tube wall, and satisfactorily

tested, the sleeve becomes the primary-to-secondary barrier.

Inspectability of the sleeve is at least equivalent to inspect-

ability of the original, unsleeved tube and the probability of

rupture or collapse of the sleeve wall during accident conditions

is no greater than that for the original tube.

8. Sleeving does not create the possibility for an accident

or malfunction of a different type than evaluated previously in

the safety analysis report. While the sleeving of a steam generator

tube has an ef fect on the steam generator tubes, in that the

sleeve is designed to span an area of potential degradation in

the steam generator tube and restore the tube integrity, sleeving

does not introduce the possibility of an accident or malfunction

not previously analyzed. Even assuming a leaking sleeve or sleeve

joint, the leakage would be no different in effect than leakage

from a flaw in an unsleeved steam generator tube. The limits on

permissible primary-to-secondary leakage ec4.ablished in the

Confirmatory Order of November 30, 1979, as amended, would continue

| to be observed and would result in a unit shutdown should any
1

l

significant primary-to-secondary leakage occur. The sleeve

extends above the upper sleeve-to-tube joint and would restrain

l the tube in the event of a sudden tube rupture in the sleeved

;

portion. Leakage would be limited by the annulus between the

sleeve and tube, and the estimated consequences would be less

than those for the steam generator tube rupture ac'' dent addressed

in Chapter 14 of the Final Facility Description and Safety Analysis

Report (FFDSAR). The sleeve material is highly resistant to the
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corrosive conditions which may be present in the steam generators,

including the annulus between the original tube and the sleeve.

Extensive laboratory testing has demonstrated that the sleeving

material is not subject to excessive corrosion attack. In any

event, corrosion of sleeves can be detected by eddy current

techniques and the sleeved tubes can be plugged if necessary.

9. Sleeving will not reduce the margin of safety, as defined

in the basis for any technical specification. The demonstration

sleeving program will have an insignificant ef fect on flow rate,

and could actually increase the flow rate, because previously

plugged steam generator tubes are to be recovered. Sleeving 20

tubes is approximately equivalent to plugging one tube with

respect to reactor coolant system flow. Thus, the recovery of

even one previously plugged tube as a result of the demonstration

program will reault in a new flow increase. Therefore, sleeving

will not create conditions which are not bounded by the previous e

safety analyses. In any event, limiting conditions for operation

in the Point Beach Technical Specifications preclude operation

with a reactor coolant system flow less than the thermal design

flow assumed in the accident analyses.

10. The sleeving demonstration program will not have adverse

health and safety consequences. No more than six tubes, which would

otherwise require plugging, will be repaired by sleeving. The

portions of the sleeves tetween the sleeve joints will bridge

the degraded portion of the tube, thus reducing the likelihood of

primary-tc-secondary tube leak or rupture. Because the sleeve

bridges the degraded portion of the tube, leakage, if any, from
-
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the sleeved tubes would be insignificant. If the sleeved tubes

were to develop leaks, the leaks would develop gradually, and

would be detected and evaluated by means of continuous monitoring

equipment such as the steam generator blowdown monitor and the

air ejector monitor, just as leakage in an unsleeved tube would

be detected.

11. Repaired tubes are not expected to develop leakage which

would approach the acceptable primary-to-secondary leak rates

specified for the Point Beach Unit 1 steam generators. In any

event, ar" aakage or rate of increase of leakage in excess of

the stringent limitations imposed by the Commission's Confirmatory

Order of November 30, 1979, would require immediate shutdown of

Unit 1 and corrective action would be taken in accordance with the

terms of that Order. Thus, operation of Unit 1 with the six

tubes which have been repaired by sleeving rather than plugging,

and which have defects which may exceed the plugging limit,
'

would have no significant adverse effect on the health and safety

of the public.

b

/ f/) &
David K." Porter

Subscribed and sworn to before me
28t.h da /y of September, 1981.

* i-

hw.LAA;r1FMLO -

Notary Public
/6

My Com. ission ^riree dft////f/7/4Cm

V
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COMPJAED WITH AND CET.TIFGD BY L,_ ,

70 BE A FULL. T7?UE up CCARECT COcl
-

OF THE ORIGINAL CN FitE rN MY OFEG

DATE NJJf.EO
AUG 141981 BEFORE THE AUG 11 1981,

~~~

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF WISCONSIN
.rN..$de

y Secretary to me Commission
Inyestigation on the Commission's Motion ) ! Puw ser..ce comm,ss,on e, uscons,n
into the Actual and Potential Financial, )
Accounting and Ratemaking Effects of )
Steam Generator Degradation at Unit 1 ) 6630-UI-2
and Unit 2 of the Wisconsin Electric Power )
Company's Point Beach Nuclear Plant )

Application of Wisconsin Electric Power )
Company for Authority to Replace the )
Steam Generators for its Point Beach ) 6630-CE-20
Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 1, in the Town of )
Two Creeks, Manitowoc County, Wisconsin )

Application of Wisconsin Electric Power )
Company for Authority to Increase Its ) 6630-ER-10
Electric Rates and for Interim Rate Relief )

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIOhS OF LAF,
CERTIFICATE (6630-CE-20)

ORDERS (6630-UI-2, 6630-CE-20) AND
SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER (6630-ER-10)

These related directives are being issued in this con-

solidated order, because all three dockets are concerned with

the effects of tube degradation in the steam generators at

Point Beach, Unit 1. Consequently the factual records and

the parties involved overlap in such a way as to make this

consolidated treatment the simplest and most expeditious procedure

for iddressing the issues involved.

| The Commission issued on its own motion, on October 25,

1979, a Notice of Investigation and Assessment of Costs regarding

its investigation of steam generator tube degradation at the

Point Beach Nuclear Power Plant Units 1 and 2 (6630-UI-2). Public
|

he. rings were held on November 26 and 27, 1979.
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The Commission issued an amended Notice of Investigation

and Order on December 20, 1979, in which Wisconsin Electric

Power Company (NEPCO) was directed to present testimony

detailing the replacement power cost data and associated

costs related to unscheduled down time for Unit 1 as a result

of steam generator degradation. ,

A public hearing was held on February 20, 1980.
i

The applicant submitted an application on February 29,

1980, under provisions of s. 196.49, Wis. Stats., and Wis. Adm.

Code, s . PSC 112.0 5 (b) , for authority to replace steam generators

in Point Beach Unit 1 (6630-CE-20).

The Commission issued a Notice of Investigation and

Assessment of Costs on April 10, 1980, in which dockets 6630-UI-2

and 6630-CE-20 were consolidated into a single proceeding.

Pursuant to this notice, a public hearing was held on May 8,

1980.

The applicant by letter dated November 17, 1980, informed

the Commission of its plans to proceed with the sleeving

demonstration program, as a possible repair alternative. Due

to the uncertainty as to the success of sleeving, the applicant

believed that it continued to be prudent to acquire spare steam

generators.

On' December 5, 1980, the applicant submitted an amended

application in docket 6630-CE-20, requesting authority to

acquire, but not immediately to install spare steam generators.
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The applicant informed the Commissicn by letter dated

February 11, 1981, of the settlement agreement between the

! applicant and Westinghouse Electric Corporation providing

to the applicant price concessions on the purchase of steam

generators and sleeving repair. The Commission, on February 23,

1981, issued a Notice of a Prehearing Conference. The

conference was held on February 27, 1981, and hearings

were held on March 12 and 13, 1981; further hearings were

held on March 23 and 24, 1981, and April 6, 7, 8, and 9,

1981. The record in docket 6630-CE-20 was closed on Anril 9,

1981. In-camera sessions were held on March 23, 1981;

April 7 and 8, 1981. All hearings were held before Examiner

James Wolter. An environmental screen was completed March 24,

1981. A supplemental screen was completed July 24, 1991.

The costs associated with steam generator tube degradation

were also raised as an issue in WEPCO's then current rate
case, docket 6630-ER-10.

The Commission issued an interi n order in 6630-ER-13 on
March 18, 1980 and a final order o- October 15, 1980. Replace-

i ment power costs estimated at $14,503,000, prorated on an equal

monthly basis (subject to true-up) and required due to the re-

duced power operation of Point Beach Unit 1, were authorized to be

collected subject to refund. Estimated 1980 pre-certification

expenditures in the amount of $1,092,000 in the 1980 test year
are subject to refund with interest. The return portion of

expenditures on construction work in progress estimated to

be $466,000 per year is subject to refund with interest since

-3-
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March 18, 1980. Puel Adjustment Clause revenues subsequent

to March 18, 1980 related to Point Beach Unit 1 outages and

reduced capacity are subject to refund with interest. All

possible refunds depend upon Commission review of applicant's
action to determine whether such actions were imprudent and

caused unnecessary costs. Jurisdiction was retained in docket

6630-ER-10 solely to settle these questions of prudence.

In the course of hearings on 6630-CE-20, the Commission

determined that the question of WEPCO's prudence in entering

into the February,1981 settlement agreement with Westinghouse

should be decided.

If the costs recovered in 6630-ER-10 rates which were relat'ed

to steam generator problems had been found to be caused by

imprudent action on the part of WEPCO, a further hearing would

have been required to determine the actual " trued up" costs.

In view of the findings the Commission is making in this order,

further proceedings in docket 6630-ER-10 are not required.

On December 28, 1980, the Commission signed a contract for

the services of Dr. James R. Myers, an independent consultant,

to investigate steam generator corrosion at Point Beach Unit 1.

Dr. Myers submitted his report to the Commission March 30,

1981. Dr. Myers testified in hearings in this docket on

April 28 and 29, 1981.

Subsequent to the October 1980 order, hearings in this

docket (6630-ER-10) were held in Madison on March 12 and 13,

March 23 and 24, April 6, 7, 3 and 9, (joint with 6630-CE-20,

UI-2), and April 28, 29 and 30, 1981 before Examiner James

Wolter. Oral argument was held in all dockets on June la, 1981,

before Chairman York and Commissioners Nunnery and Terzic.

j -4-
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The entire records of the proceedings in dockets

6630-UI-2 and 6630-CE-20 have been incorporated into the

record in docket 6630-ER-10. Docket 6630-UI-2 is the

continuous docket, and all of the record in docket 5630-CE-20

is co-docketed and held jointly with 6630-UI-2.

Wisconsin Electric Power Company, Wisconsin's Environmental

Decade, Inc., Office of Coastal Management / Department of

Administration, State Senate Energy Committee and Citizens

for a Better Environment, are considered full parties for
purposes of review under s. 227.16. See s. 227.10, Wis.

Stats. A full listing of participants is attached as Appendix
A to this order.

Commissioners Edward Parsons, Willie Nunnery, and

Chairman Stanley York also participated in the cross examina- >

tion of witnesses in these proceedings.

Findings of Fact

THE COMMISSION FINDS:

The applicant is the owner and operator of the Point

Beach Nuclear Power Plant locauca in the town of Two Creeks ,
Manitowoc County, Wisconsin. The plant consists of two

identical units with rated electrical capacity of 495 MW
net for each unit. Each unit is a two loop. closed-cycle,
pressurized water reactor system manufactured by Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, providing steam to a tandem-compound

turbine consisting of one high-pressure and two low-pressure
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sections. Each loop contains a steam generator which transfers

heat from the reactor coolant (primary side) to secondary water

used to generate steam for a conventional steam turbine generator.

Each steam generator has a primary head and vertical U-tubes

through which reactor coolant circulates. Steam is formed on

the secondary side (outside the tube-bundle), passes through

moisture separation equipment, and thence to the main steam

system. Each steam generator contains 3,260 tubes which pass

through a tube sheet which is approximately 22 inches thick.

The ends of each tube are rolled into the bottom of the tube

sheet for approximately 2.5 to 3.0 inches and are welded

to the primary face , leaving an annular crevice approximately

19 inches deep and 0.007 to 0.008 inch wide around each tube.

The tubes are further supported within the steam generator

by 6 steel support plates located at various elevations.

History

Unit 1 of the Point Beach Nuclear Plant began commercial,

l
! operation in December, 1970, and Unit 2 in April, 1972. Except

for hydro electric facilities, these units represent the lowest-

cost generation on applicant's system and are therefore operated

at full capacity whenever they are available.

Point Beach was built pursuant to a " turnkey" contract

between Westinghouse and WEPCO. Under this contract any,

|
| cost overruns were absorbed by Westinghouse without further

expense to WEPCO. Thus Wisconsin Electric purchased Point
,

|

Beach for less than it cost to construct. In a turnkey

contract the vendor takes responsibility for the design and

-6-
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construction details and essentially presents the purchaser

with a completed plant ready to commence operation.

The applicant has experienced varying degrees of steam

generator tube degradation in both steam generators of Unit 1

since April 1971. During the first five years of operation,'

steam generator tube problems at Unit 1 included thinning,

denting and stress corrosion cracking. Each of these problems

was resolved satisfactorily by changes in the water chemistry

specifications, by a combination of changes in mechanical design

of water chemistry feed equipn.ent, secondary-side cleaning and

by changes in the condenser which reduced in-leakage.

A new steam generator tube degradation phenomenon in

pressurized water reactors made by Westinghouse was first observed

! in September 1977. This was related to intergranular corrosion

of the tubes within the t.ubesheet region (crevice corresion) .

Occurrences of this in Point Deach Unit 1 were confirmed in

September 1978 and March 1979. In August 1979, Unit 1 was

shut down twice to plug steam generator tubes which were leaking

due to defects. Significant numbers of tubes were found to be

affected by corrosion in the tube sheet region. As a result

99 tubes were plugged, or removed frou service, in August 1979.

Due to defects, a further 129 tubes were plugged in October and
|

34 in December of 1979. Through November, 1980, a total of 349

tubes have been plugged to prevent leaks due to crevice corrosion

in Unit 1 steam generators.

!
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At the, time the Point Beach Unit 1 steam generators
were designed, there were millions of similar shell and

tube heat exchangers operating satisfactorily in the

chemical and other industries. The pressurized water reactor

steam generators had special recuirements, in that they had

to be designed to contain relatively high pressure pri-

mary coolant and to allow efficient transfer of heat to

the secondary coolant. These features required flow of

primary coolant inside the tubes and a compact structure

(i.e., close tube spacing), which affected the ease with

which the secondary water could circulate around the tubes.

Water on the primary side is of high purity with

some additives as needed to maintain appropriate condi-

tions inside the reactor. Water on the secondary side is

also of high purity but impurities may enter if there are

condenser leaks which allow untreated condenser cooling

water from Lake Michigan to enter the secondary (steam)
system. Water on the secondary side is treated to minimize

formation of scale on and corrosion of the steam generator
tubes. Scale is hard to remove and it interferes with the
transfer of heat from the primary to the secondary coolant.
Phosphates were added to the water in the Point Beach

steam generators while maintaining alkaline conditions in

order to form " fluffy", nonsticky calcium and magnesium

compounds instead of scale. The concentration of " fluffy"

compounds and any other impurities can then be controlled

by blowdown (continuous removal of a small portion of the

-8-
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secondary water from the steam generator tubesheet where

these precipitates settle). Where flow of the secondary

coolant across the top of the tubesheet is too slow, the

" fluffy" compounds may accumulate as sludge tr.at is not

removed during blowdown. At Point Beach, sludge but not

scale is found in the steam generators. The absence of

scale indicates proper management of the bulk water chemistry.

Corrosion occurs where caustic substances (acids or alkalies)
are in contact with metal. In localized areas such as the

crevice around the tubes, the water chemistry is likely to

be totally different than the bulk water chemistry. Physical

design features may allow concentration cf impurities in local

areas which cannot be controlled by changes in the bulk water

chemistry.

Denting of the steam generator tubes occurs at the

tube support plates or in the crevice where the carbon steel

support corrodes. The corrosion products formed have a

greater volume than tue original steel and the increased

2 volume, surrounding the tube, in a sense strangles the tube.

Intergranular stress corrosion cracking is the spread

of a brittle-type crack in a normally ductile metal. The

crack starts as a surface defect. Surrounding metal, including
.

the uncracked wall thickness, remains ductile.

Wastage (or thinning) and intergranular stress corrosion

cracking occur where caustic substances can accumulate--in the

tube-to-tubesheet crevice or in the sludge pile next to the

tube. At the top of the sludge pile, contact with the bulk

-9-
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water prevents accumulation of caustic compounds. I# the

sludge pile is sufficiently deep, the bottom is dry sor steam

blanketed) and corrosion does not develop. In the intermediate

zonc, where the sludge and tube are alternately subject to wet-
>

t

ting an.d drying, corrosion occurs. Wastage is the general removal

of a layer of metal. Prior to 1977, due to the presence

of a sludge pile, wastage occurred just above the top of the

tubesheet. The applicant has made vigorous efforts to remove

the sludge. As the sludge has been removed, the tube-to-tubesheet

crevices have been exposed to moisture and crevice cerrosion

(integranular tress corrosion cracking) has developed.

Flawed design of the Point Deach Unit 1 steam generators

has contributed significantly to the corrosion problems

experienced since 1971. The following design defects have

been identified:

(1) The blowdown (device) was not properly located

to allow adequate removal of deposited sludge.

The blowdown should have been centrally located

; (as in a competitor's design) .
|

L (2) The nineteen inch deeo, 0.007 to 0.008 inch

f wide crevice between the Inconel 600 tube
|

1 - and the carbon steel tubesheet is a corrosion

.
prone area where caustic conditions have

,

'

developed.

(3) The poor flow pattern of secondary water across

|' the top of the tubesheet (flow distribution)

| caused areas of stagnation (and sludge deposits)

-10-
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;

i especially on the hot (inlet) side of the steam

{'

generator. (This is related to defect 1.) !
4

(4) The overall design did not allow for easy

cleaning of the steam generator such as
,

sludge lancing (use of a water jet to dislodge
1

j sludge). A computer model of the flow pattern ,

j could and should have been developed to more
:

thorcughly analyze and address these concerns

j during design.

i
; (5) Use of carbon steel for the tube support

i plates. Use of a more corrosion resistant

i material would have been wise.

i (6) The original phosphate feeding eauipment

(to control secondary water chemistry) was

inadequate. The original system was designed

to feed both Point Beach units (four steam

'
generators) instead of one, the system was

undersized and the orifices plugged repeatedly.

(7) The design of the tube support spacing in the

condensers was defective and reduced spacing

would have been preferrable. The wider spacing
,

I allowed the condenser tubes to flex too much, to

j fatigue and to develop an excessive number of

leaks. This same error was repeated at other

units (i.e., was not unique to cold Lake Michigan

water) .,

i

(8) The initial operating specifications for the

secondary water chemistry were virtually,

impossible to meet. This caused periods when

:
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free caustic was present, whic5 in turn per-

haps aggravated water chemistry prrblems in

corrosion prone areas.

Prudence of Wisconsin Electric's Manacement
of the Water Chemi;try

Westinghouse made an effort to find solutions to steam

generatcr corrosion problems. Wisconsin Electric Power Company

promptly and correctly followed advice from Westinghouse. The

conversion of secondary water chemistry from phosphates to all

volatile treatment while Point Beach Unit 1 was operating, rather

than while it was shut down has been criticized in this record.

At the time , this unit was due to be shut down in the near future

| and some steps in the conversion were simply delayed slightly. The

on-line conversion avoided a further two-month period of opera-
.

tion with phosphates. No matter how the conversion was

accomplished, some phosphates were removed at each subsequent

plant shutdown because single-step complete removal is not

possible. The on-line conversion did not have any corrosion

ramifications. With hindsight, there were no actions other than

those taken by the applicant that would have further alleviated

or reduced the corrosion problem. A detailed history of the

water treatment and the corrosion problems is attached as

Appendix B to this order.

Prudence of the Settlement

Wisconsin Electric and Westinghouse have been in dispute

as to Westinghouse's responsibility to Wisconsin Elec;tric for

problems experienced with the steam generators at the Point

Beach nuclear plant. Negotiations between Wisconsin Electric

-12-
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j and Westinghouse began in early 1980 and continued through
.

; rebruary 6, 1981, when the two parties reached a final agreement

of settlement which resolved the dispute. This settlement
,

agreement set forth the terms and conditions which have been

agreed to and which relate to proposed methods to repair or

replace the steam generaters at the Point Beach nuclear plant.

The agreement of se':tlement was made available to the

Commission. and the parties in this proceeding an a proprietaryi

i

document for the purpose of inspection by the Commission

and the parties.

In camera sessions were held on March 23, April 7, and

April 8, 1981 in which details of the terms and conditions of

the settlement agreement were examined and the settlement was

admitted into evidence.

i Chairman Stanley York, Commissioner Edward Parsons (who

' has since left the Commission), and Commissioner Willie Nunnery

were present in the March 23 in camera session and participated

in the cross-examination of witnesses from Wisconsin Electric

Power Company and Westinghouse Electric Corporation regarding

the proprietaty nature of the agreement of settlement. Based

on the interrogation during the in camera session, the Commission

i later determined that the settlement agreement did, in fact,

contain sensitive business information and accorded the agreement
| trade secret protection.* A negotiated settlement which was

favorable to Wisconsin Electric and its ratepayers was
!

achieved, in part due to the fact that the parties were dealing'

in confidence, and protection of that confid nce is warranted.

* Commissioner Nunnery concurred in part.

-13-
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While it is apparent on this record that at least some

blame for the crevice corrosion problem properly attaches

to Westinghouse Corporation, due to design flaws, it is

also abundantly clear from the very extent and complexity

of the record in this case and the allegations of operator

error brought by intervenors, that Wisconsin Electric would
i

have had a long, expensive bout of litigation to collect any

damages from Westinghouse.

Given the legal and menetary resources of Westinghouse', such

litigation, like this case , could take years and cost large

sums, and the case would still be wholly uncertain of recovery.

During the litigation, the problem of what to do with Point

Beach would not be solved.

Thus, WEPCO's choice of a negotiated settlement, executed

February 6, 1981, on terms which have been examined in this

record in camera by the Commission and all parties and which

we find to have a number of provisions which are of significant

benefit to WEPCO and its ratepayers, was a wise choice.

It was particularly astute of company management to

seek other bids for the repair work so as to keep Westinghouse

from exploiting its position as the most obvious supolier

of the necessary parts. The Commission finds that the settlement

was not only reasonable, but a very favorable one for WEPCO.

Mitigating Measures

In December 1979, the applicant reduced the inlet operating

temperature of the steam generators by approximatel-f 40

degrees Fahrenheit in an effort to reduce the rate of crevice

corrosion on the inlet side. However, this voluntary temperature

-14-
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reduction has also reduced the output of Point Beach Unit 1 to 77%

of full-rated capacity (from 495 MW to about 380 MW). In

addition, the company has reduced the operating pressure in the

primary system from 2150 psi to 2000 psi, thereby reducing the

internal stresses on the steam generator tubes and other primary
|

system components as a further measure to mitigate tube

degradation.

These actions, along with the sludge lancing and crevice

flushing have contributed to a significant slowing of the rate

of intergranular corrosion of the steam generator tubes. This

slowing plus detailed eddy current inspections of the tubes

have led to reduced amount of down-time for inspection and,

plugging due to tube 'egradation. The new steam generators are
i

designed without a crevice.

During these years , utilities in both the United States

and Europe, with similar nuclear plants, have experienced
similar steam generator tube degradation in these tube-to-;

tubesheet crevices, as well as at the tube support plates. The

Surry Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2 in Virginia, Turkey Point|

Units 3 and 4 in Florida, the San Onofre Plant in California,
j and the Robert E. Ginna Plant in New York, all have experienced
|

various degrees of steam generator tube degradation requiring|

|

| either replacement or repair of steam generators.

Although the rate of corrosion has decreased at Point
! Beach, the mechanism for concentration of corrosive impurities
!

in the tubesheet crevice will continue to exist as long as)

there is a crevice. This is likely to continue to cause plant
outages for steam generator inspections and repair, with the

-15-
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associated maintenance costs and replacement cower costs. The

present operation at a lower operating temperature and at 77%

of full power results in approximately S19,000,000 a year in

replacement power costs, and large increases in the air

pollution emissions due to the burning of fossil fuels. To

allow the present situation to persist would be economically

and environmentally unreasonable.

Therefore, in order to allow Point Beach Unit 1 to

operate at full capacity and at a greater capacity factor for the

balance of its anticipated useful life, some action must be taken

by the applicant to repair or replace the steam generators.

Repair Proposals

On February 29, 1980, the applicant filed with the

Commission an application for authority to purchase two spare

steam generator lower assemblies and replace the steam generator

lower assemblies at Point Beach Unit 1. On December 5, 1980, the

applicant filed an amended application with the Commission

requesting authority to acquire, but not necessarily install,

the spare steam generators. The amended application superseded

the February 29, 1980, application.

Recent technological developments have caused the

applicant to modify its planning somewhat. Steam cenerator

inspections in July and November, 1980, indicated a sufficient

slowing of the rate of tube degradation to provide the applicant

with an opportunity to reevaluate alternatives to immediate

replacement of steam generators.

Steam generator manufacturers have accelerated the

development of tube sleeving methods, involving the insertion of

-16-
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tube sleeves of thermally treated Inconel-600 metal in the

steam generator tubes so that the bottom of the sleeve is flush

with the tube end on the primary side of the tube sheet; the

top of the sleeve would extend into the tube approximately 6 to 12
inches aboie the top of the tube sheet. The sleeves would be

bonded to the inside diameter of the tubes at both ends and

bridge the degraded portion of the tubes in the crevice region.

A sleeving demonstration program was successfully carried out at

the Robert Ginna Plant in New York in the fall of 1980. A

full-scale sleeving program was recently completed at the
,

San Onofre Nuclear Plant Unit 1 in California.
Installing sleeves in the steam generator tubes at

'

Point Beach Unit 1 might allow the unit to be restored to full

electrical output in a shorter period of time and at a lower

cost than would be the case for replacement of the two steam
generators. However, there is a greater than 50-50 chance that

,

replacement would be necessary sometime after sleeving, thus it

is prudent to proceed to purchase the spare steam generator lower

| assemblies, whether or not sleeving is undertaken.

Since delivery of the spare steam generators is expected.

i

no sooner than approximately 30 montas from the date of

placing the order for fabrication, significant time and cost
savings can be realized if the generators are on hand should

|

replacement be required. The earliest date tha t the spare
steam generators could be delivered at Point Beach is the fall

; of 1983. The actual installation of the steam generators

would take approximately 6 months, making the earliest possib1.e
completion date of the installation the spring of 1984.

-17-
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The applicant originally proposed to determine the

feasibility of a sleeving program at Point Beach Unit 1 by

installing approximately 10 sleeves this summer as a

demons tration. If successful, a full scale sleeving program

was to be undertaken this fall. The applicant pr3 posed to

replace the existing steam generators in the event that the

sleeving program turns out to be unsuccessful. The applicant

also proposed to install slesies in Unit 2 if they were

successful on Unit 1.

Since the repair of steam generators by s _eeving is a

new technique with which there is no operating experience, a

reasonably informed final decision whether or not to sleeve

either unit can only be made af*Tr evaluating the results of

the ongoing sleeving program at the San Onofre Nuclear Plant,

and of the demonstration program at Point Beach Unit 1.-

The Commissior, therefore. directs , as provided in the

order herein, that the applicant notify the Commission as soon

as possible but no later than 30 days in advance of the proposed

full scale sleeving program of its decision to sleeve steam

generator tubes in either unit. The applicant will herein be

directed to furnish a report outlining its reasoning and

justification for arriving at that decision, including relevant

supporting documentation for staff review, such as technical reports
of the demonstration program at Point Beach (including results of the

radiation survey and analysis of radicactive corrosion products

(crud) deposited on the primary side of the steam generater) ,

a copy of NEPCO submissions to the NRC, safety evaluations by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, engineering reports by Westinghouse,

and relevant materials relating to the sleeving program at the

-18-
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San Onofre Nuclear Plant. If the decision is to sleeve Unit 1,

the applicant will then be permitted to proceed unless the

commission directs otherwise within the 30-day review period.

If the decision is to sleeve Unit 2, the above listed information

should be included in the application, to insure expeditious

treatment.

Costs of Repair

Due to the uncertainties associated with this new

technology, the estimated costs to the applicant of a full-scale

sleeving program "- Te from SS,000,000 to $10,000,000 for one

unit. The estimated outage time in order to sleeva the tubes

in one unit's steam generators requires a 6 week extension of the

normal 6 week refueling outage. The 6 week extension would

result in replacement power costs of approximately $9,000,000.

A decisior to sleeve would be based on a confirmation of these

costs and, outage estirates as a result of the San Onofre program

and the Point Beach demonstration program.

The total cost to applicant of the sleeving demonstration

program is estimated to be approximately $200,000. An inspection

outage would be, extended by two weeks with a replacement power
cost of approximately $3,000,000.

The estimated cost to purchase the two spare steam
~

generator lower assemblies is $12,500,000, including esmulation

ta 1983 and construction of the steam generator handling and

storage facilities.

Although not specifically approved herein, the estimated

cost to the applicant of installing spare steam generators is

$22,000,000.

-19-
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Analysis of Environmental Considerations

All construction activities associated with the proposed

Iaction or alternative actions would occur at an existing site

in a previously disturbed area. On-site environmental effects ;

would be minor. The major environmental impact of any of the

proposed or alternative actions would be from generation of

replacement power at coal and oil fired power plants. No single

power plant generates a major portien of the required replacement

power. Thus air pcilation impacts are not localized but are

spread throughout the Eastern Wisconsin Utilities' system.
In its environmental screen in this case, staff studied

the economic and environmental aspects of the various alternative

actions with the assistance of a computer model which simulated the

operations of the Eastern Wisconsin Utilities. Because these

utilities cooperate to a large degree and interchange power,

modeling the EWU group is a closer analog of the real world

than modeling just the Wisconsin Electric Power Company system.

This model matches the system's predicted loads to its predicted

available generating capability and determines how much it will
i

cost to serve the load and what pollutants will be emitted. It'

can be used to analyze changed assumptions about load or available

generation and see how the changed assumptions change the system

costs and pollution emissions. The model dispatches the system

so that operating costs are minimized.

The basic generating plant information req,. ired by the model

is the fixed and variable operating and maintenance cost, the;

;

I maintenance schedule, the forced outage rate and the heat rate

(fuel use efficiency) for each unit in the system. The maintenance
:

t

!
'
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schedule specifies when, and for how lona each plant will be

unavailable because it is shut down for maintenance. The forced

outage rate is a measure of the chance that the plant will be

unable to operate for an unexpected reason. In doing these

calculations, it was also assumed that emergencv purchases
,

of power could be made from utilities outside of the EWU

system.

; For each month, the model also requires the anticipated
4

loads, or demand for power, and the number of hours in the month

'
during which those loads will exist. (The maximum load will exist

for only a few hours, the minimum, or base, load will be present

continuously). The model then calculates which plants must be

run in order to generate power to meet these loads. Plants are

" called up" or used in increasing cost order (economic dispatch),

that is, the plants with the lowest operating cost run che most

and those with the greatest cost the least (subject to necessary

technical constraints). The model does not call upon plants

when out of service for scheduled maintenance. The probability
,

of an unexpected, forced outage is also factored into the

calculations. The total operating cost is calculated by

bi-weekly periods. The sum over the year gives annual operating

costs. These ccsts can be determined for the system in various

scenarios which involve changing loads or plant mix available

, to meet load. If loads decrease significantly, many units

; operate less-that is; a single unit does not carry the whole
|

| reduction. The model was run to evaluate a number af possible
l

l scenarios. The model also provides air emission levels

associated with each scenario.

I
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The options evaluated in this way were: meeting loads
~

assumed te grow at 3% per year with no assumptions about
'

conservation in excess of that already factored into the

forecasted growth rate for four cases: 1) Point Beach Unit 1

steam generators have sleeves inserted in the fall of 1981,

2) Point Beach Unit 1 steam generators are replaced in 1983-84,

3) Point Beach Unit 1 continues the present pattern of operation

until 1991 when it is repaired or decommissioned, and 4) Point

Beach Unit 1 is shut down in April, 1981, preparatory to de-

commissioning. Two options were evaluated wich the assumption

made that additional conservation has been applied to reduce

peak loads by 495 megawatts (the capacity of Point Beach Unit 1) .

The options were meeting this . load with a system that (5)

includes a repaired Point Beach Unit 1 and a system that (6) does

not include Point Beach Unit 1 (i.e. decommission in 1981) .

The economic and environmental costs of altr-rnative3 3 and 4

are so great that the commission finds that tnese are not

reasonable choices.

Obviously the total operating costs for a. system with

conservation are less than for a system without conservation.

Specifically the cost of option (5) is less than that for option

(2) and option (6) costs less than option (4). However,
:

conservation yields greater cost savings and allows lower

air pollutant emissions if substituted for the operation of

coal- and oil-fired facilities (as in alternative 5) rather

than for the operation of Point Beach Unit 1 (as in alternative 6).

Because the operating costs for Point Beach are very low, (only

hydroelectric power is cheaper) option (6) (decommissioning)

costs substantially more than option (5). In fact the difference

grows from S47.8 million in 1982 to $151.3 million in 1992.

-22-
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The present worth of these differences (in 1981 dollers) is

$497 million (at 12A discount rate) or $350 million (at 18%
Idiscount rate). There are further operating cost differences

between 19')3 and 2007 which add to these present worth amounts

$568 million (at 12%) or $220 million (at 18%). Between now
.

I and the year 2007, option 6 will emit 1,400,000 more tons of

sulfur dicxide into the air than option 5. This exercise

shows that conservation can provide envirommental and economic

benefits, and that the effectiveness of conservation in doing

so is creater with Point Beach Unit 1 operating than with

Point Beach Unit 1 decommissioned.

This analysis made the intentionally overly optimistic assumption

than'this much conservation could be applied instantly. Much of the

least costly conservation has already been accomplished, and the

loads assumed in the modelling efforts already include significant

amounts of further conservation as set forth in the Advance Plan.
From a national study, the cost of this level of conservation can

1

i be estimated at $100 to 220 million which is greater than the
;

cost of repair. The cost of purchasing the new steam generator

lower assemblies, and installing them is estimated at $34 million.

The sleeving operation is estimated to cost between $5 and $10

million. Thus if both sleeving and replacement occur, the total

| cost is estimated at less than $44 million.
|

From this evaluation of the available options, the Commission'

finds that decommissioning with conservation is not a reasonable

alternative to repairing Point Beaca Unit 1 for three reasons:

1) the economic and environmental costs of operating the system

without Point Beach Unit 1 are excessive, and 2) the necessary

leve.1 of conserration is more expensive than the repair and

-23-
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could not be implemented in the required timeframe, and 3) to

the extent that additio.Tal conservation is implemented, it is

economically and environmentally advantageous to use it to

displace coal and oil fired generation rather than to displace

nuclear generation.

Safety

Safety has been a very controversial issue in this case.

Staff has assessed on this record the probable safety of Point

Beach Unit using its own expertise, and has consulted the

available literature and the staff of the NRC. Based on the

extensive record before it, the Commission finds that Point

Beach Unit 1, if repaired by, sleeving the steam generator tubes,

or by replacement of the steam generator lower assemblies will

be as safe as any other well-run nuclear plant. During the

period before, during and after any repairs, safe operation of
the unit pursuant to the NRC Operating License remains under

Nuclear Regulatory Commission supervision.

The question of the possible effect of degraded steam

generator tubes on the sequence of events in a Loss of Coolant

Accident (LOCA) was raised repeatedly. Although the concerns

voiced were never logically connected with the Point Beach

problems, enough publicity was generated about them to m2ke

it appropriate to address these concerns here, based on this record.

Basically, this record shows that if the primary side

i pressure drops (to atmospheric level) and the pressure on the

secondary side remains high, the steam generator tubes will not

shear, rupture or fracture (as alleged) because the Inconel 600,
of which the tubes are made, is ductile. The tube will just be

t

.
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pulled (or sucked) in a slight amount. Even if corrosion has

affected 85 percent of the thickness of the tube wall, the tube

will not collapse. In tests, including one at Point Beach,

tubes with 90% defects (10% of wall lef t) only leaked slightly

when subjected to a pressure difference af 800 ps!., which is

the likely iv al in LOCA. *he tubes did not collapse.

Most of the present corrosion is occuring within the

tubesheet. Previously identified tubes which are corroded

above the tube sheet have been plugged and cannot be involved

in such a scenario. Within the sheet, the tubes are constrained

and the possible water /2 team flow path is severely limited. The

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission evaluated the number of tubes

that would have to fail within the tubesheet in order to produce

a leak from secondary to primary of sufficient size to affect the

sequence of events in a LOCA. The NRC determined that a very

large number of tubes (minimum of 200) would have to be sinultaae-

ously broken in a guillotine manner. The Commission finds on this

record that the above described scenario will not result from the

present tube problems at Point Beach.
i

Further, this alleged safety issue could only even arguably

be relevant to prolonged operation of the present unrepaired

steam generators. No one has proposed this option. The

Commission finds that any unnecessary delay in the prompt

repair of the plant would be uneconomic and environmentally

damaging.
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Summary

The installation of sleeves in Point Beach Unit 1 and the

purchase and storage of two steam generator lower assemblies will

not result in any significant environmental impacts. Sleeving

and purchaea and storage of spare steam generator lower as-

semblies will not create significant or irreversible primary

or secondary environmental effects.

Alternatives to the preposed action are not to repair, or

to decommission, with or without conservation. The Commission

has taken a hard look at each of these alternatives, as well as

the proposal, in the environmental screen. In view of the

immense monetary and environmental costs which would result

from these alternatives, as described above, the Commission

rejects them as unreasonable.

The proposed action is consistent with state and national

policies and long-range plans relating to energy, radiological

health and safety, and the environment. The proposed action

has been screened for environmental impact pursuant to s. 1.11,

Wis. Stats., and s. 2.90, Wis. Adm. Code. The Commissic' finds

that the screening is adequate and that the proposed action

does not constitute a major action with significant effects

on the quality of the human environment.

FINDINGS- OF ULTIMATE FACT

THE COMMISSION FINDS THAT:

1. WEPCO's management was prudent to enter into the

" turnkey" contract for Point Beach Unit 1 with Westinghouse

in 1967.
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2. Given the " turnkey" nature of that contract, WEPCO's

management was prudent to accept Westinghouse's design

for the steam generators at Point Beach Unit 1.

3. The subsequent degradation of the tubes in the

steam generators was at least partially due to flawed design.

4. Given the state of the art at the time and the

equipment and knowledge available, WEPCO's treatment of the

water chemistry in the Point Beach Unit 1 steam generators

was prudent.

5. WEPCO's management of the water chemistry in the

steam generato.s did not contribute significane.ly to the

degradation problem.

6. Because of the uncertainties of the complex

and technical litigation which was WEPCO's available

alternative, and the significant benefits to WEPCO and its

ratepayers contained in the settlement, NEPCO was prudent to

enter into the 1981 Agreement of Settlement with Westinghouse.

7. The costs associated with the steam generators at

Point Beach Unit 1, for which revenues were singled out to be

held subject to refund in the order of October 15, 1980, in

docket 6630-ER-10 are legitimate costs of doing business, prudently

incurred by WEPCO.

8. The proposed purchase of the two spare steam genera-

tor lower assemblies, the proposed construction of an onsite

storage facility for the spare steam generator lower assemblies

(including necessary handling facilities) and the proposed

sleeving program as outlined and modified herein will not impair
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the efficiency of the applicant's service and will not provide

facilities unreasonably in excess of probable future requirements.

When placed in operation the proposed facilities will not add

to the cost of service to customers without proportionately

increasing the value or available quantity thereof. The

expenditures are necessary to ensure plant operation at its full

electrical output to. provide reliable and adequate electrical

energy for the public with the least economic burden on the

ratepayers.

9. Given the significant economic and enviri mental

Senalties involved, decommissioning Point Beach Unit 1,

with or without additional conservation equal to the output

of Point Beach Unit 1, is not a reasonable alternative to

repairing it.

10. Conservation in an amount equal to the output of

Point Beach Uni: 1 in addition to the conservation which is

already included in the approved forecast cannot be purchased

for an amount of money equivalent to the cost of repair, nor

could it be realized immediately.

11. Given the significant economic and environmental

penalties involved, leaving Point Beach Unit 1 in its present

condition is not a rearonable alternat'.ve to repairing it.

12. Further review of the experience with sleeves at

San Onofre and the outcome c# the demonstration sleeving

it Point Beach Uni: '. Is needed before final approval can

be given for a full sleeving operation at either or both

Point Beach Units.
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13. Neither sleeving the tubes nor replacing the steam

generator lower assemblies, nor both in combination constitutes

a major action which will have a significant effect on the human

environment.

CONCLUSION OF LAW

THE COMMISSION CONCLUDES:

That it has jurisdiction under sections 1.11, 1.12, 196.02,

196.20, 196.28, 196.29, 196.37, 196.395 and 196.49, Wis.

Stats., and Chapter PSC 112, Wis. Adm. Code, to issue the
,

following certificate, orders, and supplemental order, subject
'

to such conditions as are set forth herein and those necessary

to meet the requirements of such sections and chapter, and that

such a certificate, orders, and supplemental order should issue.

,

CERTIFICATE

THE COMMISSION THEREFORE CERTIFIES:

That Wisconsin Electric Power Company, as an electric

public utility, be and hereby is authorized to purchase two

spare steam generator lower assemblies and construct an on-site

storage facility for the steam generator lower assemblies and

undertake a sleeving program for Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit 1

as described herein at an estimated cost of $22,500,000, and

that such utility be and it hereby is granted a certificate

authorizing it to proceed upon the condition that it notify

and obtain approval from this commission before proceeding

with any substantial change in design, location, size, or

cost of the project; and subject to the conditions stated in

the Order below.

-29-
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ORDER (6630-CE-20)

THE COMMISSION THEREFORE ORDERS:

1. That Wisconsin Electric Power Company submit monthly

procurement and construction progress reports to the commission

indicating percent physical completion and expenditures to

datn,

2. That Wisconsin Electric Power Company submit a report

informing the Commission, at least 30 days in advance of any
'

full-scale sleeving program, of its decision regarding the sleeving

program (s) and the technical and economic bases in' arriving at

that decision. Such report shall be accompanica by relevant

supporting documentation such as technical reports of the

demonstration program at Point Beach (including results of the

radiation survey and analysis of crud), submissions to the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, safety evaluations by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, engineering reports by
.

| Westinghouse, and relevant materials relating to the sleeving

program at the San Onofre Nuclear . Plant.

3. That if the Commission does not require further

information or direct the utility to desist within 30 days

from the receipt of report and materials listed in paragraph 2,

Wisconsin Electric Power Company may proceed with its sleeving

program for Unit 1.

4. That if the company chooses to sleeve Unit 2, it shall

proceed as set forth above in paragraph 2, and, within the 30

| day period described therein, the Commission will determine

whether a special order should issue under secs. 196.49(3) and
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196.49(4), Stats. The utility may not proceed with sleeving

Unit 2 until such 30 day period has elapsed. Should the
!

Commission require further information, it may extend the

30 day period by order.

5. That applicant notify the commission of the start
,

and completion dates of the major components of construction'

!

or repair authorized herein and the associated dates Unit 1i

is removed from and returned to service.;

4

6. That applicant keep the commission informed of any

significant change in operations or power level affecting Unit 1

output related to steam generator problems until the authorized

repairs or acquisitions are completed.

7. That the accounting treatment of the cost of stean

generator purchase, construction of storage facilities, and

the sleeving program be considered by the Commission in

subsequent rate proceedings.
II

8. That jurisdiction is retained for the purpor,e of |

further evaluation of the proposed sleeving progran, as set
,

!

forth above and for such other purposes as is necessary to

provide adequate supervision over compliance with this order.

ORDER - (6630-UI-2)

THE COMMISSION THEREFORE ORDERS:

1. That the investigation into the degradation*

of the steam generator tubes at Point Beach Unit 1& 2 is

'

completed, and that Docket 6630-UI-2 is hereby closed.
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SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER - (6630-ER-10)

THE COMMISSION THEREFORE ORDERS:

1. That the portions of the revenues collected under the

orders of March 1980 and October 15, 1980, which were held

subject to refund pending the determinatica, made in this
order, as to the prudence of Wisconsin Electric Power Company,

and its effect on the steam generators at Point Beach, shall

no longer be held subject.to any refund requirement and

may be accounted for in the ordinary way under the Uniform

System of Accounts.

2. That docket number 6630-ER-10 is hereby closed.

Concurring opinions of Chairman Stanley York and

Commissioner Willie J. Nunnery are attached.

Dated at Madison, Wisconsin, b wa,A lb |9 $I
- o o

By the Commission.

I em . 0| , W . dju<_

crgtarytotheCommission

!
1
|
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STANLEY YORK, CHAIRMAN, CONCURRING: 6630-CE-20

Reasonable people should be able to differ over public policy issues

without resorting to name calling and mudslinging. The commission's hearing

format where we carry out a quasi-legislative function in a quasi . judicial

manner is designed to allow for the reasoned presentation of differing points

of view in the way that will be most helpful to decision makers. I was

shocked and disgusted by the manner in which the representative of Wisconsin's

Environmental Decade abused the process and the people involved by indulging

; in name calling in his cross-examination of commission staff in this proceeding.

When it became apparent that the last group that might be persuaded by his

point of view was not so persuaded, he turned on them personally instead of

attacking the analysis they had made. Each time he asked a question that drew

forth an answer that was not to his likina, he would interruot and not allow

the witness to fully' respond. He often asked meaningless or unfounded questions

resulting in the necessity for counsel for the staff and counsel for the applicant
1

to demand clarification.
I

I strongly support the action of the hearing examiner who analyzed

the nature of the cross-examination that Mr. Anderson intended to pursue and

then laid out a sufficient period of time for him to carry out that cross-

examination. It was clear to me from reading the transcript that Mr. Anderson

had ample time tc elicit from staff the information that he wanted, and that

if there was any abuse of the allocation of time, it was by Mr. Anderson rather

i than the other participants in the case. Instead of asking simple direct

questions, listening to the answer and askina orecise follow-up ouestions,
|
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Mr. Anderson took far more time arguing with the witness and counsel forcing

the examiner into making rulings. I think the examiner was overly lenient

in allowing repetitive and argumentative questions and statements, and I

am appalled that several members of the public (SPERCA staff) should have to

take that kind of abuse from another member of the public (Decade's representa-

tive).
'

I have found as a result of Mr. Anderson's behavior throughout this

proceeding that I must continually remind myself to look for the kernels of

truth that are occasionally to be found hidden amonc the masses of rhetoric

and vitriol in his comunications with the comission and his cross-examination

of witnesses. It would be very easy to allow oneself to become prejudiced and

to assume that all of his activities are on a level with his cross-examination

of the SPERCA staff. Instead, I spent a good deal of effort attempting to

find any substance in his material in this case, as this case is the appropriate

one for him to give us his evidence and argument against the continued operation

of Point Beach. I must say, though, that in spite of all the digging I was

able to do, I could not find any substance behind his noise that would con-

stitute a contribution of any kind to the review of this application and its

1

al ternatives.i

|
Even as to tha merits of the issues espoused by Mr. Anderson, I

1

found that the only substantial contributions to the decision-making process

came from others, particularly those members of the staff that had to suffer
1

his abuse as a reward for their efforts. -

e s (,-

l

krr /, ,

Stanleypo1
Chair %n-34-
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Concurring Opinion of Willie J. Nunnery: 6630-CE-20
6630-ER-10
6630-UI-2

I feel compelled to speak further on this consolidated

docket. The following observations are noted: (A) The ultimate

objective of the intervenors in this case has been to argue the

decommissioning of the Point Beach nuclear power plant; (B) Nuclear

power must continue to play a vital role in Wisconsin's overall

electrical energy supply picture.

Regardless of what has been said about the intergranular

corrosion problem at Point Beach, I feel very, very confident on

the basis of this record that this problem is indeed correctable.

After reviewing the record, I feel further confident that WEPCo

acted prudently under the circumstances existing regarding its

treatment program to arrest the tube degradation problem on the

secondary side of the steam generators. Further, based upon the

sleeving program now underway at the San Onofre nuclear plant, and

the proposed demonstration program at Point Beach Unit 1, the

benefits likely to be realized by the ratepayer mandate that this

commission authorize continuation of this sleeving demonstration

program. I believe that this is a very positive undertaking toward

enhancing the re13 ability and safety of the Point Beach nuclear

power plant. T4, intervenors in this docket offer no constructive

i

solutions toward enhancing the safety and reliability of this plant.'

i
! The intervenors seek through proposed hypotheticals to demonstrate
!

! that this plant is inherently bad. I do not accept this reasoning.

The ultimate objective of this commission and that of the intervenors

-35-
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and ratepayers should be to encourage the reliability, economy, and

safety of the sources of power. The contribution by the Point Beach

nuclear power plant to overall electrical capacity is undisputable,

and to suggest, as the intervenors have, that this can be replaced

ultimately by conservation is an untenable position.

In summary, nuclear power remains a very vital entity

in the overall electrical energy supply mix. And I believe that

any effort to displace existing nuclear power plants is not in the

best interests of the ratepayers on either economic, social or

environmental grounds.

24dn
'Ddte

WilMe( J. Nunne[f, Commissioner

.
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6630-UI-2

APPENDIX A

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC F0WER COMPANY, Applicant
by

Gerald Charnoff and John H. O'Neill, Jr., Attorney:?
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

and by
Larry Martin, Attorney
Quarles & Brady
780 North Water Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202

WISCONSIN'S ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE, INC.
by

Peter Anderson, Director of Public Affairs
302 East Washington Avenue, Suite 203
Madison, WI 53703

LAKESHCRE CITIZENS FOR SAFE ENERGY
by

Joan Estes, President
3314 Gass Lake Road
Manitowoc, WI 54220

SAFE HAVEN, LTD.
by

Jane Schaefer, Director of Intervention
3741 Koehler Drive
Sheboygan, WI 53081

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS, MANITOWOC
by

Molle Sager
3319 Branch River Road
Branch, WI 55203 '

DON VOGT, Manitowoc County Supervisor, District II
1710 Viebaker Street
Manitowoc, WI 54220

pat?L KORTENS
Route 2
Two Rivers, MI 54241

DERNICE C. ALPERT
3733 Koehler Drive
Sheboygan, WI 53081

JULIA MOLDENHAUER
1703 North 9th Street
Sheboygan, WI 53081

-i-
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6630-UI-2'

APPENDIX A (cont.)
.

C. A. LINS
21700 Mallard Court
Brookfield, WI 53005

WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
DIVISION OF COASTAL MANAGEMENT

by
Robert Halstead, Energy Facilities Analyst
101 South Webster Street
Madison, WI 53702

SUSAN HEDMAN
Room 334 South, State Capitol
Madison, WI 53702

RICHARD WHITE
536 West Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 502
Milwaukee, WI 53203

OF THE COMMISSION STAFF:

Barbara James
Chief Counsel's Office

Lanny L. Smith
Tsun-Lit A. Poon

Engineering Division

Jerry E. Mendl
Sarah Jenkins
David A. Schoengold

Systems Planning, Environmental Review and Consumer
,

Analysis Division
|

|
|

|

|

|
|

|

I

|

|
|

l

!
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6630-UI-2

APPENDIX A (cont.)

The following is a list of parties who have sub-
mitted in writing a request for full intervention pursuant
to PSC 2.32 (3) , Wis. Adm. Code:

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, Applicant
by

Garald Charnoff and John H. O'Neill, Jr., Attorneys
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

WISCONSIN'S F?iVIRONMENTAL DECADE, INC.
by

Peter Anderson, Directar of Public Affairs
301 East Washington Avenue, Suite 203
Madison, WI 53703

LAKESHORE CITIZENS FOR SAFE ENERGY
by

Joan Estes, President
3314 Gass Lake Road
Manitowoc, WI 54220

SAFE HAVEN, LTD.
by

Jame Schaefer, Director of Intervention
3741 Koehler Drive
Sheboygan, WI 53081

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS, MANITOWOC
by

Molle Sager
3319 Branch River Road
Branch, WI 55203

DON VOGT, Manitowoc County Supervisor, District II
1710 Viebaker Street
Manitowoc, WI 54220

JULIA MOLDENHAUER
1703 North 9th Street,

'

Sheboygan, WI 53081

WIS. DEPT. OF ADMINISTRATION, COASTAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION
by,

| Robert Halstead, Energy Facilities Anal stf
| 101 South Webster Street

Madison, WI 53702

SUSAN HEDMAN
Room 334 South, State Capitol

| Madison, WI 53702

RICHARD WHITE
536 West Wisconsin Ave., #502
Milwaukee, WI 53203

-iii-
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APPENDIX A

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, Applicant
by

Gerald Charnoff and John H. O'Neill,.5 ., Attorneys
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

IN OPPOSITION:

WISCONSIN'S ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE, INC.
by

Peter Anderson, Director of Public Affairs
302 East Washington Avenue, Suite 203
Madison, WI 53703

AS INTEREST MAY APPEAR:

SUSAN HEDMAN
334 South, State Capitol
Madison, WI 53702

RICHARD WHITE
536 West Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 502
Milwaukee, WI 53203

OF THE COMMISSION STAFF:

Barbara James
| Chief Counsel's Office

Lanny L. Smith
Tsun-Lit A. Poon

Engineering Division

Jerry E. Mendl
Sarah Jenkins
David A. Schoengold

Systems Planning, Environmental Review and Consumer
Analysis Division

For purposes of PSC 2.32(3), Wis. Adm. C o'd e , all of the
above, except the Commission staff, are full intervenors.

-i-
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APPENDIX A

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, Applicant
by

Larry J. Martin, Attorney
Robert H. Dia=, Attorney
Quarles & Brady
780 North Water Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202

and by
Gerald Charnoff, Attorney
John H. O'Neill, Attorney
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

IN OPPOSITION:

WISCONSIN'S ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE, INC.
by

Peter Anderson, Director of Public Affairs
302 East Washington Avenue, Suite 205
Madison, WI 53703

UTILITY CONSUMERS UNITED
by

George Edgar, Attorney
Legal Action of Wisconsin, Inc.
1006 South 16th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53204

CITIZENS FOR A BETTER ENVIRONMENT
by

Thomas B. Crawford, Attorney
David B. Merritt
Richard White

j 536 West Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 502
Milwaukee, WI 53203

MARY GALE BUDZISZ
W189 N9535 Cindy Circle
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051

THOMAS HEISS
212 East Harding Drive
Appleton, WI 54911

|

| MARY GUNDRUM
| 2447 North 48th Street
| Milwaukee, WI 53210

WILLIAM WALLOCH
| 1418 South 79th Street

West Allis, WI 53214

-i-
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. . 6630-EP-10

APPENDIX A (cont.)

IN OPPOSITION (cont.)

UTILITY CONSUMERS UNITED
by

Paul Borrmann
953 North 27th, #1
Milwaukee, WI 53208

KATHLEEN S. WILHELM
628 West Harrison
Milwaukee, WI 53215

CAROL A. GREENWALD
701 East Lincoln Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53207

PHYLLIS SILLS
1108 West Madison Street
Milwaukee, WI 53204

ANNABELLE MARTIN
Registration, UCU
3144 North Achilles Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212

DELLA RUSS
2853 West lith Street
Milwaukee, WI 53206

GEORGIA S. BAGANT
2741A North Buffum
P.O. Box 06635
Milwaukee, WI 53206

O. V. ROBEY
2609 North Palmer
Milwaukee, WI 53212

AS INTEREST MAY APPEAR:

GENERAL MOTORS
by

Michael Stuart, Attorney
Richard L. Olson, Attorney
P.O. Box 927
Madison, WI 53701

WMC ENERGY COMMITTEE .

by
James R. Klauser, Attorney
120 Wisconsin Avenue
Madison, WI 53703

-ii-
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6630-ER-10

APPENDIX A (cont.)

AS INTEREST MAY APPEAR: (cont.)

*

SUSAN HEDMAN
Room 334 South, State Capitol
Madison, WI 53702

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION
by

David Martin and James Tanner
North Lake Street
Neenah, WI 54956

THE LARSEN COMPANY
by

Gary McFarlane, Corp. Eng.
520 North Broadway, P.O. Box 1127
Green Bay, WI 54305

OF THE COMMISSION STAFF:

Barbara James
Chief Counsel's Office

Joseph T. Krzos
Frederick C. Huebner

Accounts and Finance Division

Terrance Nicolai
Gary Mathis

Utility Rates Division

John Kepner
Economist's Office

Lanny L. Smith
Engineering Division

-iii-
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APPENDIX h (cont.)

The following is a list of parties who have sub-
mitted in writing a request for full in':ervention purs-uant
to PSC 2.32(3), Wis. Adm. Code:

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, Applicant
by

Larry Martin, Attorney
Robert Diaz, Attorney
Quarles & Brady
780 North Water Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202

WMC ENERGY COMMITTEE
by

James R. Klauser, Attorney
120 Wisconsin Avenue
Madison, WI 53703

WISCONSIN' S ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE, INC.
by

Peter Anderson, Director of Public Affairs
302 East Washington Avenue, Suite 205
Madison, WI 53703

THE LARSEN COMPANY
by

Gary McFarlane, Corp. Eng.
520 North Broadway, P.O. Box 1127
Green Bay, WI 54305

UTILITY CONSUMERS UNITED
by

George Edgar, Attorney
Legal Action of Wisconsin, Inc.
1006 South 16th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53204

CITIZENS FOR A BETTER ENVIRONMENT
by

Thomas B. Crawford, Attorney
David B. Merritt
Richard White
536 West Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 502
Milwaukee, WI 53203

RICHARD L. OLSON, Attorney
Boardman, Suhr, Curry & Field
P.O. Box 927
Madison, WI 53701

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION
by

David Martin and James Tanner
North Lake Street
Neenah, WT 54956

-iv-
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APPENDIX A (cont.)

MARY GALE BUDZISZ
W189 N9535 Cindy Circle
Menomonee Falls, WI 53501

THOMAS HEISS
212 East Harding Drive
Appleton, WI 54911

SUSAN HEDMAN
Room 334 South, State Capito?.
Madison, WI 53702
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APPENDIX B

Subject: Point Beach Unit 1 Steam Generators -- Water Chemis try
His tory .

The nuclear steam supply system of Wisconsin Electric

Power Company's Point Beach Unit 1 is a two-loop pressurized

water reactor capable of producing steam for generating a total

of 525 megawatts (gross) of electrical power. The system includes

two steam generators manufactured and designed by the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation (Model 44) . Each has a vertical shell, an

inverted U-tube bundle and intecral steam separation equipment.

Each tube bundle has a total heat-transfer surface area of approxi-
mately 44,000 square feet.

The 3,260 Inconel-600 U-tubes are inserted in and attached

to a 22-inch thick , carbon steel tubesheet at the base of each

steam generator. The holes in the tubesheet are approximately
0.014 inch larger in diameter than the nominal outside diameter
of the tubes. Bonding between the tubes and the tubesheets was

accomplished by rolling the tubes approximately 2.5 to 3 inches
into the tubesheet, and welding the outside ends of the tubes.

This tube attachment technique leaves a 19-inch long, 0.007 to

0.008 inch wide annular crevice around each steam generator tube.

It is at these crevices where corrosive cb2micals can concentrate
and promote accelerated localized corrosion. It should also be

noted that tube corrosion in these crevices has resulted in the
derating of Point Beach Unit 1 and the periodic shut-downs of the

unit which were required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for

-i-
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inspection and repair. This " repair" was accomplished by removing

from use by plugging those tubes having defects meeting specified

criteria (generally loss or penetration of over 40% of original

tube wall thickness) .

Most of the steam generator tube corrosion and degradation

at Point Beach Unit 1 has occurred in the central region of the

inlet end of the tube bundle. Some intergranular stress-

corrosion cracking, wastage, and thinning has occurred at

locations just above the tubesheet in the sludge zone but the

more extensive intergranular corrosion has occurred in the tube-

sheet crevices.

Phosphates have been used for conventional fossil-boiler

water treatment for at least 60 years because of their ability

to prevent scale formation on heat transfer surfaces of heat

exchangers. Although conventional phosphate treatments were

generally successful in mitigating corrosion and scale formation,

it was learned that hydroxides (alkalies) could significantly

concentrate in high pressure boile.s at crevices, under porous

deposits, and other localized areas where there was inadequate

rinsing of the surfaces by boiler water. High concentrations of

hydroxide and caustic were found to be undesirable because they

destroyed the corrosion resistant oxide film on boiler steel, causing

appreciable corrosion of the underlying metal. Proper phosphate

treatment would buffer the water and provide the necessary pH

i range for maintaining the protective film. Its integrity is
|

|

-ii-
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further insured by the addition of an oxygen scavenger such

as hydrazine to the boiler water.

One source of the corrosive impurities which can consume

chosphates and exist in the secondary-side water of a steam

generator is condenser tube leaks. .The condenser is also a
shell and tube heat exchanger forming the interface between

the secondary (steam-feedwater) loop and a tertiary (condenser)

cooling water loop. In this once-through tertiary loop raw

water from Lake liichigan is circulated through the condenser

tubes to cool and condense the steam entering the shell from

the turbine. In the closed secondary loop, condensate (feed-

water) is returned to the steam generators where. the process

is repeated. A leaking condenser tube allows relatively impure

tertiary cooling water to enter the secondary-side of the

steam generators via the feedwater return. A wide variety of

phenomena can cause condenser tube leaks. These include steam

side erosion, water side erosion, fatigue, stress-corrosion

cracking, thinning, galvanic corrosion at the tubesheet inter-

face, water side pitting and crevice attack, and workmanship

problems associated with tube installation. It is not unusual

for condensers to leak. This can be seen from the results of

recent surveys of large surface condensers.

Point Beach Unit 1 has two Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion designed and manufactured single-pass de-aerating s'aam

condensers. Each condenser utilizes a split water box (i.e.,

there are four water boxes and four tube bundles) . There are

-iii-
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six thousand condenser tubes in each tube bundle. The shell,

tubesheets, tube supports, and water boxes are carbon steel.

Most tubes consist of Admiralty brass and the remainder are

stainless steel.

The first condenser leak at Point Beach Unit 1 occurred on

November 12, 1970. Subsequently, additional leaks developed

at the top of the condenser t ibe bundles. The problem was

identified in April, 1971 by Westinghouse Electric personnel

as vibration-induced fatigue, similar to that othich had occurred

at the Ginna Nuclear Plant. The fatigue problem at Point Beach

Unit 1 was corrected by interlacing the tubes in the affected

sections of the condenser with neoprene strips located midway

between the tube supports. Less than six months later, it

was found that the neoprene strips had deteriorated and failed.

(Similar behavior had occurred at condensers in other plants.)

The neoprene strips were finally replaced in'by stainless

steel clips near the end of 1971 as recommended by Westinghouse.

This essentially corrected the vibration problem,
i

It was not unusual that condenser leakage occurred at

Point Beach Unit 1 between November 1970 and about December 1971.

; Examination of the records ir.dicate that approximately 76% of the
l
'

total 186 condenser tubes which had been plugged were plugged

during that time period of serious tube vibration. The cause

of the vibration problem cannot be positively identified. It

is likely, however, that it resulted from the tube span design,

!

(i.e., the distance between tube supports) which probably was

I too great for the tube size and wall thickness involved.

-iv-
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The fatigue-induced condenser tube leaks which occurred

during the 1971 period affected control of the secondary side

water treatment program by requiring additions of phosphates

beyond that which could be handled by the originally-installed,
continuous-feed equipment. Wisconsin Electric overcame this

problem by using the only practical solution available, batch
feeding the necessary chemicals. Batch feeding had been

successfully used for years at fossil-fueled plants where the

phosphate-type treatment had originated.

The original specifications for secondary-side water treat- 1

ment for Point Beach Unit 1 were issued by the Westinghouse

on May 1, 1970. Initial operation of the unit.was begun

using these criteria. Basically, the original' water treatment

technique was a phosphate /hydrazine treatment with a specified

range of limiting operating conditions for secondary-side

water chemistry. These included parameters such as pH, sodium
'

to phospahte molar ratios, dissolved oxygen concentration,

phosphate concentration, and free hydroxide concentration. In

addition, water chemistry conditions were established for

concentrations of total dissolved solids, suspended solids,

| chloride, and silica. Recommendations were also made for

{ dissolved oxygen, iron, copper, calcium, magnesium and free

hydroxide concentrations and pH of the feedwater.

Although the specifications were apparently not changed,

Westinghouse recommended on January 24, 1972 that the phosphate

concentration of the secondary side water be increased. This

decision reportedly was made because the low-phosphate treatment

could not mitigate the formation of free caustic in the steam

generators.

:

| -v-
|
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The original phosphate treatment specifications were

subsequently revised on October 15, 1972. Briefly, these

specifications expanded the secondary side water limits and

controls to periods other than steam generation (i.e., power

operations). These included periods of hydrostatic tests,

wet lay up, functional testing, and hot standby. Besides

changes in the originally-specified operating parameters,

limits were also set for a continuous blowdown rate of more

than 5 gallons por minute , which was not emphasized in the

original specifications.

On February 6, 1974, the specifications were again revised.

This change involved only the sodium-to-phosphate molar ratio

for operating the steam generators. Apparently this change

resulted because of suspected tube thinning and wastage at

the Ginna Nuclear Plant.

The next and letest revision of the secondary-side

water treatment program at Point Beach Unit 1 represented

a major change in philosophy by Westinghouse. Westinghouse

recommended that phosphate treatment be abandoned and re-

placed with an all-volatile treatment This drastic change

| in specifications was issued on August 29, 1974, only about

one month after Westinghouse had stated that phosphate chemistry

| was still the favored treatment for the Point Beach steam
!

generators. Reportedly, the decision to change the secondary-

side water chemistry from phosphate to all-volatile treatment

was based upon inspections of steam generator tubes at Beznau

-vi-
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Unit 2 and Turkey Point Unit 4 where significant tube cor-

rosion (thinning and wastage) had occurred using phosphate

treatment.

The all-volatile treatment specifications for operating

units established limiting conditions for secondary-side

water which were different from those established for the

phosphate treatment. Secondary-side water conditions were

also set for the steam generators during periods of cold

hydrostatic tests, cold wet lay-up, hot functional testing,

hot shutdown, hot standby and hot startup from hot standby.

Chemical limits were also set for feedwater and condensate

during certain plant operations.

Followi g is a table summarizing tne recommended

secondary-side water treatment for Point Beach Unit 1 in chrono-

logical order.

Time Period Secondary-Side Water Treatment

Nov. 1970-Jan. 1972 Original phospr. ate treatment with
less than 10 ppm phosphate.

Jan. 1972-Oct. 1972 Original phosphate treatment with
25 to 100 ppm phosphate.

Oct. 1972-Feb. 1974 Phosphate treatment with 10 to 80
ppm phosphate.

Feb. 1974-Sep. 1974 Phosphate treatment with 10 to 80
ppm phosphate and a sodium to
phosphate molar ratio in the 2.3
2.6 range.

Sept. 1974-Present All-volatile treatment.

The record indicates that the Wisconsin Electric was

expeditious in implement 2ng the changes in secondary-side water

!
'
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treatment program as they were recommended. For instance,

the change of the specification for sodium-to-phosphate molar

ratio is implemented by Wisconsin Electric on February 14,

1974, after receiving recommendations from Westinghouse on

February 6, 1974. In another instance, all-volati.le treatment

was implemented by Wisconsin Electric during the September 9-14

time period after receiving recommendations from Westinghouse

on August 29, 1974.

From November 1970 to January 1972, Point Beach Unit 1

was operating using continuous phosphate feed in conjunction

with periodic batch feeding of the chemical. Batch feeding

was necessary because the originally installed phosphate feed

system was not capable of injecting sufficient quantities of

phosphate into the system. Further, periodic plugging of the

phosphate feed pump orifices had occurred during this time

period. The problem was associated with the original design

of the single phosphate feed system which had been believed to

be capable of satisfying 'he chemical demands of both units; i.e.,t

four steam generators. In addition, secondary-side water chemistry

control was impaired by condenser leaks and blowdown rate

limitations.

Lake Michigan water leaked into the secondary-side water

system because of fatigue-induced cracking in a number of condenser

tubes. As a result of this and other conditions , frequent and

unavoidable periods occurred between November 1970 and January 1972

when free caustic (sodium hydroxide) existed in the steam generator
secondary-side water.

-viii-
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Significantly improved sodium-to-phosphate molar ratios

were achieved following the increase in phosphate concentration

which was implemented in January 1972. Increased phosphate

feeding was accomplished by increasing the size of the phosphate

feed pumps. Batch feeding, however, was still necessary in

order to satisfy the phosphate requirement. The results

of these modifications to the feed system by Wisconsin Electric

contributed to an improvement in these water chemistry conditions.

I
The Unit 1 chemistry data sheets for this time period confirm

these improvements.

During the September 1972 to March 1973 outages, further

improvements were made by Wisconsin Electric to the originally
installed phesphate feed system. These included providing

individual tanks and pumps for each of the two units. Later

in January 1973, the phosphate feed system was further improved,

allowing each steam generator to be chemically fed on an individual
basis.

Greatly improved secondary-side water chemistry control was

achieved between March 1973 and February 1974. During this

period the batch feeding of phosphates was eliminated. On

September 9, 1974, the secondary-side phosphate treatment was

converted to all-volatile treatment through an on-line, low-
I

power implementation program. During the conversion, a variety

of methods were used in attempts to remove existing phosphates
from the system.
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Unit 1 subsequently operated approximately two mm ths

before free caustic was detected in the secondary-siae water.

Attempts to eliminate this free caustic included reducing

the secondary-side water temperature and maximizing the blow-

down rate for two days. The source of the free caustic was

probably sludge which existed on the tubesheet. The company

had attempted to remove the sludge in April 1974 by cleaning

(lancing) the steam generator interior. The steam generators

were subsequently sludge lanced in January, February and

November, 1975. These attempts did not completely eliminate

the subsequent presence of sludge or free caustic. Free

caustic persisted at low levels throughout the Seotember 1974

to December 1975 time period, even though both steam generators

operated with continuous blowdown.

During the 1976 to 1977 time period, the amount of free

cailstic in the bulk secondary-side water continued to diminish.

Since 1978, free caustic in the bulk water has normally been

below detection levels. Throughout the 1976 to 1980 time

period, the steam generators were repeatedly sludge lanced

| in an effort to further remove the residual phosphates from

|
|

the secondary side.
.

Wisconsin Electric has been alert to problems associated

with condenser leakage and the various factors affecting
; -

! steam generator tube corrosion that have been occurring during
!

this overall period. Recommended actions by Westinghouse for

changes in water chemistry specifications were promptly implemented

-x-
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by Wisconsin Electric. In addition, the company was con-

strained to a great extent by the originally-designed equip-

ment at the plant which restricted the rate at which chemicals

could be added to the secondary water system.

Point Beach Unit 1 is not unicu2 in having corrosion

problems in its steam generators. Experience in other nuclear

facilities in this country and around the world indicates

that such problems are relatively common occurrences. For

example, the Turkey Point Plant Units 3 and 4 in Florida, the

Surry Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2 in Virginia, the Palisades

Nuclear Plant in Michigan, the San Onofre Nuclear Plant in

California, and the Ginna Nuclear Plant in New York all have

experienced corrosion in their respective steam generators to

the extent that repair or replacement of the steam generators

became necessary. In addition, corrosion of various forms

has occurred to a lesser extent at a number of plants (approxi-

mately 33) in this country and throughout the world which are

. of the pressurized water reactor type designed and manufactured
|

| by different vendors of nuclear steam supply systems such as
{
| Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering and Babcock & Wilcox.

As of September 1980, wastage / thinning of Inconel-600

steam generator tubes was known to have occurred at 19 utility
plants. Tube denting had occurred at 21 plants and intragranular

stress corrosion cracking had been reported at 6 plants. All

three of these phenomena had occurred at San Onofre Unit 1,

Ginna, Point Beach Unit 1 and Unit 2 and Robinson Unit 2. Of

-xi-
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these five p'ints, Robinson Unit 2 and San Onofre Unit 1

continue to operate using a phosphate treatment for secondary-

side water. The other three converted to all-volatile treat-
ment by early 1975.

The difficulty of maintaining a proper secondary-water

chemistry at Point Beach Unit 1 is one of the factors for the

corrosion problems. However, there are several factors which

have to some extent, contributed to the corrosion problems at

Point Beach Unit 1. Among these are condenser tube failures,

the presence of a 0.007-inch wide annular crevice between each

steam generator tube and the tubesheet, the flow pattern of

secondary-side water across the surface of the tubesheet, which

created areas of stagnant to nearly stagnant flou, the location

of the blowdown pipe, and failure to provide for adequate clean-

ing of the interior surfaces of the steam generators. Wisconsin

Electric attempted to mitigate the tube corrosion and degrada-

tion problem by expeditiously implementing mechanical design

modifications to the steam generators as they were recommended by

Westinghouse. Wisconsin Electric also reduced the operating
,

I

| temperature and pressure in order to further mitigate the problem.

The company also implemented a comprehensive eddy-current

testing program to measure the progression of tube corrosion and

its mitigation. Wisconsin Electric has been conservative in

its decisions to plug non-leaking tubes, and it also conducted

vigorous sludge lancing crevice flushing and other operating

measures for removing sludge and residual phosphates from the

steam generators.

|

!
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With the change from phosphate treatment to all-volatile

treatment for the secondary-side water chemistry, the inter-

granular stress corrosion cracking and wastage / thinning which

had occurred in the sludge deposit zone above the tilbesheet

appears to have "ceen drastically reduced. Results of eddy-

current inspections on steam generator tubes over the last few

years indicate that the denting problem has been arrested, and

that crevice corrosion, which may still be occurring to some

extent in Unit 1, has been significantly reduced as a result

of the company's decision to reduce the output of the plant as
well as the primary operating temperature and pressure.

.

i

!

I
I

i
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; d Il S*e of Wi*co""i" \ PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION-
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.

August 11, 1981
STANLEY YOR K, CHAIRMAN

WILLIE J. NUNNERY, COMMISSIONER
BRANKo TERZlC, CoMMISSloNER

4802 SHEBoYG AN AVENUE
,em , P.O. BOX 7854

/ , " , > - M AOlSON, WISCONSIN 53707
I/ k/ ', (608)266-1241

Wg File No.
.s

To The Person Addressed: ( CC D rD
p,~ ,

~ jj
I 3

,T -] 1981: *
~

,

In the Matter of: //
N-

/<

^*
M ,.

Investigation on the Commission's Motion )
into the Actual and Potential Financial, )
Accounting and Rate =aking Effects of )
Steam Generator Degradation at Unit 1 ) 6630-UI-2
and Unit 2 of the Wisconsin Electric Power )
Company's Point Beach Nuclear Plant )

Application of Wisconsin Electric Power )
*

Company for Authority to Replace the )
Steam Generators for its Point Beacn ) 6630-CE-20
Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 1, in the Town of )
Two Creeks, Manitovoc County, Wisconsin ).

Application of Wisconsin Electric Power )
Company for Authority to Increase Its ) 6630-ER-10
Electric Rates and for Interi: Rate Relief )

We enclose certified copy of Findings of Fact, Conclusions

of Law, Certificate (6630-CE-20) Orders (6630-UI-2, 6630-CE-20)

and Supplemental Order (6630-ER-10) issued in the above-entitled

matter.
.

| Very truly yours,

-- la, 1
- g.

:q _line K. Reynolds
'

Secretary to the Connission

ges

encl.

- - ..
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ATTACHMENT 3
,

UNITED STATES OF A5iERICA. .

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM'11SSION #
DocrCro -

,

: , %e C
D

h(''"'' O I981 *
2'

'

0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATIC.'i
HAROLD R. DENTON, DIRECTOR '%.

Q %g @,M

In the Matter of 4 .-g

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC PC',;ER COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-255
(PointbeachNuclearPowerPlant, [ (10 CFR 2.205)Unit 1) J

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.205 -

'

By petition dated November 14, 1979, Wisconsin's Envircrr, ental Decade, Inc.-

(Decade), requested that the Comission enter an order to pr:hibit the reopening
. . . . . . -

of Wisconsin Electric Pcwer Company's Point Beach Nuclear P:wer Plant, Unit 1, at

the end of the plant's refueling cycle. As the bases of its 'eques:, Decade

contends essentially that
_

(1) Resumed operation of the piant would violate certain '

limiting conditions for operation and would threaten
,

public health and safety;
,

.,

(2) The NRC Staff': proposed bases (NUREG-0523) for
. continued operation of nuclear pcwer plants experien:ing
i significant steam generator tube degradation ares

inadequate to protect public health and safety; and

(3) The Comission's existing regulations, technical
specifications, and technical guidance are also
inadequate to protect public health and safety. '

Specifically, Dec'ade requests that the Comission prevent resumed operation of the

Point Beach plant and cobence an investigation and hearing on the safety implications

of tube degradation at Point Beach.
,

,

On November 20, 1979, the Comissiun femally referred Decade's pett:fon to
.

the Staff for treatment pursuant to 10 CFR 2.205. Representatives cf Decade, the

~

.

W wa )
''

C 79: woo u
_ ,

_ _ _ _
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same day to* discuss matters concerning degradation of steam gencretor tubes att ..

Point Beach. Decade supplemented its havember 24th petition with an additionali

petition dated November 25, 1979, which essentially reiterated the issues and'~
'

arguments it raised earlier. The licensee submitted on November 27,1979, a
*/

response to Decade's November 14th patition.- On-November 28, 1979, the~ Union

of Concerned Scientists submitted a statement in su; port of Decade's pe-ition.

Fursuant to the Comission's request in its referral of Decade's petitien

to the Staff, the Staff briefed the Commission on November 28,1979, on the

Staff's proposed disposition of Decade's petition. At that meeting, the Staff

explained its intention to impos'e certain new conditions on operation of the

Point Beach plant to whi,ch the licensee had agreed and to deny the
'

Decade's petition. The Comission provided Decade and the licensee an oppor-

tunity to express their views at the Comission meeting.'

!
The Staff has issued the attached Order that pem'its re'sumption of opera-

i
-

tion of the Point Seach facility under certain conditions tc which the licensee

has agreed. In the Safety Evaluation Report accompanying the Order, the Staff
,

analyzes the technical issues involved in the degradation of steam, generator

tubes at Point Beach and provides a basis for imposing.the new conditi,ons on'

.

operation of the Point Beach facility. In reaching its decision to impose these
4

conditions on operation of Point Beach, the Staff has considered the technical'

arguments raised by Decade to support suspension of

*/ At the Commission meeting, Kathleen Falk, General Counsel to Decade,
_

implied that the licensee's response was an "unauthcrized statement"
to the Com7.ission in that Decade had not been served with the statement
prior to the Comission's meeting. Although 10 CFR 2.205 coes not con--

(,, template a forral pleading process, submission by licensees of statements
in reply to section 2.206 petitions is certainly pemissible in view of tne

| fact that the Ccmission and the Staff may rely on various relevant sources
of infon.aticn in determining appropriate disposition of a petition uncer
10 CFR 2.206. Northern Indiana Puolic Service Co. (5ai,11y Generating

;

|
Station, Nuclear-1), CLi-75-i, 7 NRC 4.c. 4h-h t ig73). Moreover, as

there is ne " proceeding" as defined in Sectics 180a. of :ne Atomic Energy
|

Act of 1954, as amended (discussi b text infra), there is no ad.dudica-
tion to which the Comission's ex parte rules apply. thus,tneriis~no'~

~

merit to Decade's suggestion that the 14censee's statement was 'bnautnorized."_
,,

,,

- _ _ __
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''*..
' operation. 'The Staff's response to thtse arguments is contained in the Scfety-

' ' Evaluation Report. Because the Staff believes that safe opera-ion of the
o C

facilt:y can be maintained with implementaCon of the newly impcsed condigans,
/.**

the Decade's petitien is denied. To the exter.d that safety concerns
'

at the Point Beach facility have been identified, such concerns have
,,7

been dealt with in the attached Order and Safety Evaluation Resort. ~

Decade. urges the Comission to comance an adjudica:ory hearing for the

purposes of investigating the safety problems associa:ed with tube degrada-

tion at Point Beach. In its consideration of the matters raised in Decade's

petition, the Staff is not ^equired to institute a proceeding to either investi-
.

gate allegations of safety concern or determine what actions shculd be :aken in<

, response to safety issues raised in a 10 CFR 2.205 petiticn. As the D.C.

Circuit Court of Appeals has stated, - ~ ~ ~

" Generally speaking, the law gives agencies wide discretion
to determine the reans of administration of certinent
regulatory sta'. cards, the te:hniques of interpretation,
application, filling in of de: ails, and enforcement. The.

,

agency is not bound to launch full-blown proceedings simply
because a violation of the statute is claimed. I ;.ay -

properly uncertake preliminary incuiries in order to deter-
mine whetner the claim is substar.tial enough under the

( **/ Decade also contends that oceration with 10'; plugged tubes is a violation~~

of a limiting condition. The limiting conditions of this license do not
address percentage of plugged tubes. In any event, under the Ordert

'

issued this date, operation is permitted with up to 18; plugged tubes.

***/ As the Court indicated in Porter County Chaoter of the Izaak Waltont

! 1.eacue vs. f;P.C. ?!o. 78-1556, Slip Op. at i0 (D.C. Cir., Sep.. li,1979):
:

' TheComissionhasinterpre:ecE2.205torequireissuance|

of a show cause order wnen " substantial nealth or safety,

issues" have been raised. Consolidated Edison Co., 2 N.R.C.
|- 173, 176 (1975). ~ .

.

e

'. ~~
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statute to warrant full preceedincs. The aporcoriate
agency official has substantial discretion to decline to *-

initiate proceedings based on this review, ai, least where,.

as here, he gives reasons for denying or deferrinc a
hearing. The NRC procedure [under 10 CFR 2.20F,] here''

accords with there precepts." Porter Countv CNoter of
the Izaak Walton Leacue v. NRC, No. 78-1555, Slip Op. at

.

11 (D.C. Cir., Sept. 11,1979f (footnote omitted).

Moreover, it is clear that Decade has no right to a hearing on its 10 CFR

2.206 pe'tition. Illinois v. NRC, 591 F.2d 12,13-14 (7th Cir.1979). In the

first instance, consideration of a petition under 10 CFR 2.205 is not in itself

a proceeding under section 189a. of the Atomic Er.ergy Act of 1954, as amended,

for which a hearing may be required; i.e., consideration of the petition is,.

not a proceeding "for the granting, suspending, revoking, or amending of

any license . . . ." Section 189a, 42 U.S.C. 2239(a). Furthemore ,

. section 189a. requires the NRC to hold hearings only after a proceeding has

begun. As there wa.s no oroceeding in this instance and as the .'stomic Energy

'Act contains no provision for a hearing when no proceeding has been initiated

under 1892., Decade is clearly not entitled to a hearing on its 10 CFR 2.205
,

|
petition. Ili hois v. NRC, suora, 591 F.2d at 14

'

. . ,

|
- . . . . . . . . . . . ..

| A copy of this decision will be placed in the Coa ission's Public Docu-
i

ment Room at 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20555 and in the Local

Public Document Room at the library of the University of Wisconsin, Stevens
|

| Point, Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54481. Additionally, a copy of this decis1on
|

will be filed with the Secretary for the Comission's review in accordance with

10 CFR 2.205(c) of the Comission's regulations.

As provided in 10 CFR 2.205(c) of the Comission's regulations, this
,

decision will constitute the final action of the Ccanission 20 days after the

:
-

e

en eg
~

. . . - .
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/ date of issuance, unless the Comissica on 'ts cwr. : noti:.. ir.sti:.:tes '.he review
,

of this decision within that time.
-

I

.
%

.

9.

*

/ 's <g. _

-

un
Edson G. Case, A :i..; Direct:r
Office of N;: lear Ria:ter Regulation

Dated at Bethesda, f*aryland
this 30th day of November, 1979.
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NUCLEAR RIGJ.ATORY C0ff.ISSION p.m. s ier._. e. . . c/.
.

..

, . .
,

2 ~)]ff, /

In the Matter of )
- )

h15CO.'iSIN ELECTRIC POWER CCM?ANY ) Docket .No. 50-255s
(Point Beach nuclear Plant, ) . '

~

)Unit 1)
,

*

C '''. .' "i R.' ' * *; *. . .' 0 ~. . ~.:~ '. 'w' M ". '. *: "..' '. 0'' C> ~ 'm' "e ~. '. .' ' -. . : . n-

se s r r

.

I
.

_

Wisconsin Electric Pcwer C pany (the l'censee) is the holder of
,

Facility Operating License No. DFF.-24 which authorizes the licensee ::

9:erate the Pcin: Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, located ir. Twc Creeks, Wisconsin,'

under certain specified conditions. License No. CPR-24 wr.s issued by tne
.'.

Atomic Energy Commission on October' 5,1970 and is due :s ex; ire en July 25,

2003. . .

.

II
.

*

Inse-vice inscections of the Point Beach Unit 1 stead genera:Ors per-
-
.

formed during tr.e a 1979 and Oct:ber 1979 cutages indicated. extensive
,

i' gener'al intergraaulu at*.ack and caustic stress corrosion cracking' on certain

of the external surfaces of the steam generator tubes. As a result of informa-
- i

tion provided in discussicas with the licensee and its representatives, which"'
-

,

e

| is documented in a letter dated !!cvember 23, 1979 from S. Burstein to H.R.t '

|
~

30,1979, on
L Dbntin, and the Staff's Safety Evaluation Report, dated November

Point Beach tpit 1 Steam Generator Tube Degradation Due to Deep Crevice

Corrosicn, it was determined that additional operating conditions would be~

required to assure safe operaticn prior te resumption of operation of Unit i" '

from the currer.t refueling outage.
.

8
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2
The lican',ee in letters dated Novemser 29, 1975 and N:vember 30,1975 has'

e

agreed to additional conditions which are necessary to previde reasonatie assuran:9

for safe operation of Unit 1 for a period of 60 'sffe:tive full power days.
~

.

IV

After revien of the Licensee's com itmer.t. it has beer. determined that

this commitment should be formalized by order. A::erdingly, pursuan- to the

Atomic Energy Act Of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's Rules and Keguia-

tions in 10 CFR Parts 2 and 50, IT IS HERIEY 07.2E?.ED TH*T the ab:ve '.- anse

be amended, in tne manner hereinafter provide:,tc include tne fcliow .;;
*

:
,

conditions:

1. a) '.'i tnin 3 effe:tive full power days, a 2,00; :sid ;rimary to sa::ndary'

' ~

hydrostatic test and a 800 psid secordary to hricary hydrostati: test-

will be ce-formed. Should any significant laaka;e devel:; as a result

of either test, the leaking tubes will be identified and plugget.*

b) Within 6; effective full power days, the sims primary to s'e::ndary and

secondary to primary hydrostatic tests will be repeated,' and an eddy
..

current examination of the steam generat:r tubes will be p'erforced.

This eddy current program will be submitted to the NRC for Staff'
-

review.

2. Primary coolant activity for Foint Beach Nuclear Fiant Unit 1 will be

limited in a::ordance with the previsions of sections 3.4.8 and 4.4.3i

'

of the Stanf ard Technical Specifications for Westingh:use Pressuri:ed

Water Reactors, Revision 2. July 1979, rather than Te:hnical Specification

i 15. 3.1. C .

.
.

.

* .

..

** me * * * * * * * *e . .e m.o. m m ,,. , , , , , , , ,
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Close surveillance of primary to sac:ndary leakage w'11 be c:r.tinued and3.

the' reactor will be shut d:wn for tube plugging on detection and c:nfirma-
-

tion of any of the following conditions: _

.

a) Sudden primary to secondary leakage of 150 g;d (0.1 gpm) in either

steam generator;

Any primary to secondary leakage in excess of 250 gpd (0.17 g;m) inb)

either steam generator; er

c) An upward trend in primary to secondary leakage in excess of 15 gpd

(0.01 gpm) per day, when reasured primary :: sec:ndary laakage is

above 150 gpd.

The reactor will be shut down, any leaking steam genera:or : bes piugged,.

4

and an eddy currer.t examination performed if any of the followir.; c:nditions
.

'

.are present:

Confirmation cf primary to secendary leakage in either staa. generatora)*
.

in excess of 500 gpd (0.35 gpm); or,

b) Any two identified leaking tubes in any 20 calendar cay period.,

This eddy current program will be submitted to tne NF.; for Staff review.

The NRC Staff will be provided with a summary of the results of the eddyt
5.

current examination performed under items 1 and 4 above, in:1uding a descrip-

tion of the quality assurance program covering tube examination and plugging.

This summary will include a photograph of the tubesheet of each steam generator

which will verif ' the location of tubes wnich have been plu;;ed.f

. The licenses will not resure c;;rstien after the eddy current examinations6. ,

required to be performed in a:cordanci wit 5
.it. ,1(b) or 4 until the,,

Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation de: ermine in writing that the
.

results of such tests are acceptable.

...

. .
'
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7. The licensee will ecmplete a review of Emergency Operating Procecure 3A,

Revision 9, dated March 29, 1978, confirm that this procedure is appro-'

.

priate for use in the case of a steam generator tube rupture, and have com-

pleted a retraining program for all licensed reactor operators and senior

reactor operators in this procedure before return to power.

8. Unit I will not be operated with more than 180 of tubes plu;;ed ir either

steam generator.
.

V
<

Copies of the above referenced documents are availaole for inspection at
,

the Commissior.'s Public Document Room at 1717 H 5treetv-N.W. , h'ashington, D.C.

20555, and are being placed in the Commissien's local public document room at

Document Department, University of Wisconsin-Stevens P: int Library, Stevens
*

Poir.t. Wisconsin 54 51. .

t
* , "

VI .

's
Any person whose interest may be affected by this Order may within twenty

| days of the date of this Order request a hearing with respect to this Order.
*

l

An: such request shall not stay the effectiveness of :nis Order. Any request

|

|
for a hearing shall be addressed to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulatior.,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatcry Commission, Washington, D.C. 2C555.

In the event a biaring is requested, the is:ves to be considered at such

hearing shall be:
.

.
O

**4
*

, . .

- - _. ._,
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7. The licensee will complete a review of Emergency Operating Proce:ure 3A,

Revision 9, dated March 29, 1978, confir= ths this pro:edure is appro-'

_

priate for use in the case of a steam generator tube ru;ture, and have com-
.

pleted a retraining program for all licensed reactor operat:es and senior

reactor operaters in this procedure before return to power.

8. Unit 1 will not be operated with more than 18 of tubes ple;;ed in either

steam generator.
.

i:
a-

Copies of the above referenced documents are availa:1e fer instection at

the Commission's Public Document Room at 1717 H Street, N.W. , Washington, D.C.
.

20555, and are being placed in the Commission's local cutli: d::ucent room at

Document Decartment, University of Wisc:nsin-Stevens pein: ' ibr:rf, Stevens.

' Point, Wisconsin 5:451. ,

-
. . .

VI :.

.,

Any person wh:se interest may be affected by this Order m y within twenty

( days of the date of this Order request a hearing with respe:t t: this Order.
|

Any such raquest shall not stay the effectiveness of this Order. Any request'

:

for s hearing shall be addressed to the Director of Nu: lear Rea: tor Reggiation,

U.S. Nuclear Regulat:ry Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555.

In the event a bearing is requested, the issues tc be c:nsicered at such
,

'

nearing shall be:
-

,

!

: e

I

!
-

. .
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1) Whether the facts stated in Section II and III of tnis Order are

correct; and,
, .,,

. 2) Whether this Order should be sustained. -

-> FOR THE , NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO.*?.!SSION

rj-

/ 4% --

.
,.

'Ecson G. Case, A::tr.g 0) rector
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

.

Attachment:
Staff Safety Evalu:ttien Report, -
dated Nove:::er 3h 1979 .

Effective date: Ncvember 30, 1979.
Bethesda , Maryland.
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SAFETY EVALUATIO.*: REPOST RELATED T:*

POINT BEACM JNIT 1 STEAM GENE:ATOR T*.'IE
.

DEGRADATION OUE TO DEED CREVICE CCF.R03!C's

INM ODUCTION

Inservice inspections of the Point Beach Unit 1 steam generators performed
'

during the August 1979 and October 1979 outages indicate extensive general

intergranular attack (IGA) and caustic stress corresic. cracking on the external'

surfaces of the steam generator tubes within the tnickness of the ubt: snee .
<

This condition ap; ears to have developed rapidly durir; the last twelve (12)
.

months as evidenced by small primary to seconcary gEneratcr t be leaks cecurring

on September 20, 1973 and March 1, August 5, and August 29, 1979. Ninety-seven

.(97) tubes were ;1ugged as a result of the August 1979 ins:ection, anc ic5 tubes
*

were plugged as a result of the October 1979 inspectien. Of the l*5 tubes plugge@

in the October inspection,134 tubes were dee ed defec-ive due to the crevice

.scorrosion phenomenen.

Follwing the October 1979 inspection, the NRC staff net with representatives of

Wisconsin Electric Pwer Company (the licensee) and tnefr Westinghouse cen-

sultants on November 5, and again oa Movember 20, 1979 to discuss the opera-

tional experience at Point Beach Unit 1 pnd the present condition of the stes:-

This included a discussion of the Pcint Isach Unit 1 operatinggenerators.

history, results of the Augus and October 1979 steam generator inspections,
.

results of laboratcry examinations of tubes pulled during the Oc cber 1979

outage, laboratory tests and calculations to demonstrate tube integrity, and
.
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the plans for remedial .ctions. Inferration provided by the licensee and
-

Westinghouse at these meetings has fortally been documented by letter dated

November 23, 1979, from S. Burstein to ;i. R. Denton.'

At the request of the NRC, Point Beach Unit I has not been returned to power

pending a thorough safety evaluation by the NF.C staff. A safety evaluation
,

wa_ deemed appre;riate in view of the degradation which presently exists within

the tubesheet crevices and because of the likelihood for continued tube degradati

and new leaks, unless remedial measures are taken to retard the progress

of the steam generator tube degradation.#

.

OPERATIONAL HISTORY
.

Water Chemistry
.

Point Beach Unit 1 began commercial operation in December 15!0 using phosphate
y

secondary chemistry control. In addition to continucus feed, phosphates were

batch-fed to tne steam generators. Steam generator blowdcwn was . performed

intermi ttently. Numerous condenser leaks were experienced until modifications

i. were made to the condensers in 1971. Sodium to phesphate (Na/PO ) levels were
4

i generally high and free caustic was present in the secondary coolant1

.

| through January 1972.

From January 1972 to September 1972, phosphate concentrations were increased
L
'

,

using the same batch and contir.uous feeding methods. The cerieds cf cperation
|

with free caustic were reduced and the Na/PO
ratics were generally controlled

'
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between 2.0 and 2.6. The unit was shut down for its first refueling in |
,

..

Septemoer 1972.

So11cwing completion of the refueling anc maintenance outage in March 1973,

the phosphate feec system was modified to allow better cor. trol and con-

tinuous olowcewn was initiated. In early 1974, the Ha/F0 control ratios
4-

were acjustec to between 2.3 and 2.6. During the April 1974 refueling shut-

down, the steam generators were sluege lancec. Tuoe lane clo: king cevices

were installed in June 1974 tc i= prove circulation anc slucge ree: val.

In Septemoer 1974, an online conversion to all volatiie trea:cer.: ( AYT) was/

perfonned by dis:entinuing phosphate feed and initiating r.axirem steam generator
,

Dlowcown. Online conversion was margir. ally sac:essful, h: wever, anc free

. caustic was confinuac in Novemoer 1974.
During Novemoer, a 45-hour shute'

anc soak were pe-fermec for phosphate receval. Tne unit was slucge lancee

and returned to pcver with AYT treatment. ,

!
t

During 1975, operation with AYT chemistry indicatec free caustic.was present

during operation and socium phosphate hiceout return was preser. . curing unit

(~ During 1976 anc 1977, levels of free caustic generally cecrcasecshutdown.

although free caustic was frequently detectec. Socium anc phosp M te continuec

to be cetectec during unit shutcowns. In 197c anc 157:i, frea caustic was

normally 91> detection limits and socium and phospnate, although still pre-
,

sent, were cuch loaar during unit shutdun. The c:r.tinuin; fr.provecer.t in

AYT chemistry control from 1975 to present has been cue in large part to
;

increased attentien to condenser leakage and the continuing development ofI

leakage detection capability.
.
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The controlling parameter for the various corrosion rechanisms that ' ecd to
.

tube degradation appears to be related to steam gene ator secondary water
chemistry control. The predcminant method of chemistry contrcl at Point Beach
Unit 1, prior to 19:'5, was ccordinated pH-phosphate c:ntrol. In late 1974,

Point Bea n !! nit 1 converted from phosphate centrol tu all-volatile treatnant
(AVT). Wisconsin Electric sludge lanced the steam ge.serators and made minor

changes to improve circulation.

The purpose of the chemistry changeover from phosphate chemistry centrol to
AVT was principally to arrest tube thinning (wastage) that primarily occurred

, '

near but always aeove the tubesheet. The Unit i steam generators experienced

significantly redu:ed rates of wall thinning follcwing the chemistry conversi:n.

The objective of using phosphate control was t0 buffer inleakage of im;urities'

from the condenser and to prevent formation of boiler scale en the staa gener-

ator tubes. Centrol of caustic level was also of concern.
In f act, im; roper,

.
use of phosphate eften leads to caustic stress corrosion. With the change-

Stressover to AVT contrel, caustic stress corrosion has remained a concern.
corrosion crackin; after conversion from phosphate to AVT coni ol is related
to previous phosphate concentration and pessicly to makeup water contamination.
Plants with only short periods of phosphate Control have not experienced opera-
tional problems due to wall thinnin'g or caustic stress corrosien cracking.

A sec:nd significant effect on the conver sien to AVT upon wastage his oe:urred
With adue to a change in tne character of steam generater sludge de;osits.

phosphate feed, the sludge is coarse, granular material that forms a cohesive
(

mass on the tubes 5eet. Operatier with AVT after a period of phosphate treatment

results in a finely divided sludge of dense perticles that are more easily
removed by water lea.cing procedures. This sludge is similar in metal cemposition
to the phosphated sludge because the iron impurities in the feedwater are

The im:reved ability to remove the "AVT sluege" minimizes wastageunchanged.

of steam generater tubes.
,
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Tube Inte;rity - Plugging History

The early history of tube de:.raca-. Wastage and Caustic Stress Corrision: .

tion at Point Beach Unit 1, since beginning commercial operation in Decar. Der

1970 witn a pnoschate seconcary water chemistry, was highligntec by the

accumulation of a sucstantial amount of sluoge ceposits on the tucesheets,

and the occurrence of wastage and caustic stress corrosion located for the
.

most part just aceve the tucesheet in botn steam generators. By Septemoer

1972, a total cf 178 tubes in bc:h steam generators had been plugged. However,

only two tubes required plugging in the subsecuent April 1974 inspectier., appartI

reflecting improved control of sodium to phosphate (Na/PO ) ratios and free cau-4
,

- - -- -

in the secondary water.

to AYT seconcary water chemistry in Septemoer 1974 was per-The changeover

formed on-line and witneut an intermeciate sluege lancing, so tna :ne
*-

sluoge deposits remained essentially ir, place curing the firs: few months of

AYT operation "until the first sludge lancing in hovemoer -1574.."
.

(
On February 25, 1975, following the change over to AYT, a tuce rupture occurreg

! resulting in a 125 gpm primary-to-secondary leak. Subsequent inspection indice

ted that a combination of wastage and caustic stress corrosion cracking (SCC)

had occurred resulting in the tube failure locatec a few inches above tne sucec

A total of 1$7 tubes were plugged as a result of tne inspection per-sheet.

formec following the tube rupture incider.t. Subsequent operating experience
,

- at Point Beach Unit 1 (since February 1975) indicates that the wastage and.

caustic SCC phenomenon above the tubesheet have essentially been arrested.
.
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Denting: - Denting was first detected in Mcverber 1975, at Point Beach Unit
,

1, and currently affects the tube to tube supper * plate intersections of
.

ap' roximately 100 tubes. Of these, ten tubes were plugged in Nove.mber 1977,p

and one in September 1978. The criteria fcr plugging includes the plugging

of all tubes restricting the passage of a .540" eddy current prebe, and the

surrounding tubes.

The degree of denting at Point $ Beach Unit 1 is considered to be only moderate,

and flow slet heurglassing has not been observed to date. The eddy current

inspections perforced in August and October 1979 indicated no progression int

denting since the Sectember 1975 inspection.
,

The most recent concerns regarding the integrityDeeo Crevice Crackino: -

of steam generator tubes at Point Beach Unit 1 involve corrosion damage to

* tubes within the thickness of the tubesheet. This phencmenon, known as

" deep crevice cracking", affects early generation of Westinghouse designed

steam generators in which the tubes were not fully expanded in th'e tubesheet.

This " deep crevice cracking" involves both caust . ntergranular attack and

cracking within the tubesheet crevice. This phenomenon can affect steam genera-i

tors which have converted from phosphate to AVT secondary water chemistry, such

as Point Beach Unit 1, or have operated exclusively on AYT. ,

Although we are aware that the " deep crevice corresion" phenomenon has been

observed in at least seven 'other Westinghouse designed plar.ts (San Onofre
"

Unit 1, H. B. Robinson Unit 2, R. E. Ginna Unit 1, and Prairie Island Unit
-

2, and three foreign units) the Point Beach Unit 1 situation is unique in

terns of the extent and the rapid progression in the last , twelve (12) conths.

.
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The " deep crevice cracking" phenomenon at Point Beach Unit I was first

detected in November 1977, and has caused several small tube leaks ( l.5
.

gpm) in the last twelve months. Prior to the August 1979 inspectica, a

total of 22 tubes were plugged because of deep c'revice cracking.

DISCUSSION
'

Aucust 1979 Steam Generator Inscection

Following a return to power on Augus: 5,1979 after being shutdown to repair

a high pressure turbine steam leak and to make a temporary rs; air to the .

auxiliary feedwater line, a 1.45 gpa (2 CSS gpd) leak develc;ed in steam(

generator A. This leakage exceeded the Technical Specification limit of
.

.35 gpm (500 gpd), and the plant was shutscwn. Subsepuent bydrostatic isak

testing and eddy current testing (ECT) revealed three leaking tubes whien

. failed within the thickness of the tubesheet (tusesheet crevice region). In
*-

addition, the 100% eddy current inspection of the hot leg tubes in both steam,

generators A and B indicated 52 tubes and 45 tubes, respectively,, with deep,

crevice cracking indications in excess of the 4C" plugging limit.' .These

crack indications generally occurred in the " kidney" shaped region of low
(

flow velocity. No cold leg indications were found. Six percent of the hot

leg tubes were erobed around the U-bend to the cold leg side. The remaining
.

tubes were probed through the first support plate. The eddy current testing

was perforced with a 400 KH: prebe.
.

. .

The eddy current testing in August did not indicate any progression in wastage-

or caustic stress corrosion cracking above the tubesheet since the previcus

inservice inspecticn in Septecber 1978, nor did the six phrcer.t tube sample

indicate progressirn of tube denting.

--u .
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The unit was returned to power on August 19, 1979, following the staa= gene-
.

rator repair outage. However, on August 29, 1979 the Unit was again shutdown

due to a 32? gpd leak which is less than the Technical Specification limit

of 500 gpd. This laak had existed since the August 19 restart, increasing

at the rate of approximately 40 gpd per day. Subsequent inspection and a

review of the tape record of the 100% eddy current inspection performed during

the earlier outage showed that the leaking tube was one of two tubes with

eddy current indications exceeding the plugging limit but inadvertentiy left

unplugged. These indications (ECT indication' for leaker was 83t} were apparen-
!

tly overlooked during the licensee's data evaluation effort and were not

identified as pluggable.

- The leaking tube was ;1ugged and the unit was returned to service on Septe=cer

' ,1979. *

2
*

'

October 1979 Stea . Generator Ins ection
..

For the October 1979 refueling outage, the licensee had originally scheduled

75 tubes in each steam generator for eddy current inspection as par: of a(
continuing monitoring program. These tubes were located in the kidney shaped

zone of the het leg side where the deep crevice cracking phenocenen had been

observed previously. Based upon the number of tubes with pluggable indication
|

(>40% of the tube wall thickness re=cved), the sample size was first

it: creased to 200 tub'es, '

|
*

.
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and finally to 100% of the tubei, in both steam generators per Te:hnical Spe:ifi-
.,

.
.

(

cation requiremnts. In all, 77 tubes in steam generator A and 63 tubes in
..

steam generator B were plugged. This in:luded~, for stea= generator A, two (2)

tubes with no indications that were pulled for laborat:ry analysis, three

(3) tubes with defects less than the plugging limit (all tubes with detectable

indications were plugged), and two (2) tubes which were plugged by =f stake.

The 68 tubes plugged in steam generator B included :nree (3) tubes wi-h defe: s

less than the plugging limit and one plugged by mistake.
.

To assure that alI tubes containing detectable ECT tr.:ications were actually'

plugged, the eddy current tapes were reviewed by twe qualified engineers or-

technicians. In addition, tubesheet ;iho:ographs were tiken and hycr: testing
~

.
was performed to detect mis-located plugs.

As a result of the October 1979 steam generator ins;ection, a togal of 10.1%*

of the tubes ir steam generator A and 9.8% of the tubes in stear. generator
.

.

B have been plugged. The previously NRC-approved LOCA-ECCS analysis was only val

for tube plugging up to 10% in each ste:m generator. Therefere, the licensee

i (. submitted for fiRC approval a revised analysis to demonstrate acceptable ECCS

perfor. nance during LOCA for tube plugging us to 180. The a::eptability of this

report is addressed in Appendix B of this SER.
i

Whereas eddy curre-t testing during the previous s:eam generat:r inspe: tion in

f ' August 1979 had been performed for the most par using -he single frequency
~ (400 KHz) pruce, all eddy current testing in October 1979 was perfor ed using

|

a multifrequen:y (10,100, and 400 KHz) probe. Basically, the multifrequen:y

technique provides enhanced capability for the discrimination of defects agains:

. .
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' ' '' noise or interference effects (e.g.; support plates). However, sinco bo-h..

techniques involvo the collection of data at 400 KH:, it was p:ssib'e to

perfer= a direct comparison of the August and October 1979 eddy current*

test results. A reevaluation of the eddy current tapes from the Augus:
.

1979 inspection revealed the following distribution of degradation for tubes.

identified as having greater than 20% indications in October 1979:

N . of Tubes
Category a00 KH: Data-August 1979 'S5 A SG S

12 12
1. No detectable, indicatier.s

2. Noisy signals - no esticate possible 37 29
.

3. Tape Record unavailable for review 5 5

17 13
/ 4. Eddy current signals >40%

0 1
5. Eddy current signals (40%

.

1 7
6. Tubes not compared

No. tubes plugged per Oct. 79 ECT data 73 67.

* Thus, the number of tubes plugged in Oct:ber 1979 is net necessarily wholely
'

indicative of additional tube degradation oc:urring since Au;ust l979, but csuld
..

reflect enhanced capability to detect tube defects using the culti- .

frequency eddy cu-rent technique.

(.
The average eddy current indications obtained for each of the above five tube

categories are as follows:
Average i ECT Indication (10/79)Category'

SG A_ 5G i

1. 73 50

2. 84
'

84-

3. 78 75.

4. 85* 75*
,

3G5. -

* were 64- f or S/G-A and 59'; for S/G- B,,, espectjvely, in August,1979r

, ,
-
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.The following tables describe the distribution of eddy currect indicatier. by
.

,

their depth of penetration and their location or elev tion within tne tube-

sheet crevice for both the August and Octcber 1979 inspections.

DISTRIBUTION OF INDICATIONS (percent)

By Depth of Wall Penetration
.

40-49: 50-59: 60-69% 7'0-79: 80-89: 90-100:*

SG A 1 2.5 3.4 12.1 40.5 40.E

SG B 2.6 1.8 8.8 14.1 34.1 38.6

.

By Location in Tube Crevice ("from tube end)

0-4" 5-9" 10-1a" 15-19" 20" c; cf tube sheet'

. .. __._.

SG A 0 15.2 16.0 26.4 42.4

SG B 3.6 23.2 27.7 21.4 24.1
--

No crevice indications extending above the tubesheet have been obs'erved to date.
;

. .

Laboratory Examinations .,

Segments of three tubes were pulled during the October 1979 outage for further. t
|

1

study of the deep crevice cracking phenomenon. One tube (R15-C45; f.e. , Row

15, Column 45) was taken from the " kidney" shaped :cne of previous deep crevice

corrosion acti,ity and contained an 89% eddy current indication. The second

tube (R22-C37) was also taken from " kidney" shaped :ene, but cor.tained no field
,

eddy current indication. The third tube (R20-C73) was taken outside the :ene
..

of previously observed activity, and which also did nct exhibit eddy currer.:

indications during field examinations. ,

1
-

.
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Tube R15-C45 was cut just below the first support plate, but brcke at the
.

'

location of the indicated defect during removal. The break occurred under-
'

a pulling force of abcut 25,60C pcunds without significant piastic elonga-

tion.
-

Tubes R22-C37 and P20-C73 were cut belcw the first and second support plates,

respectively, and required force applications of 25,400 and 12,000 pcunds

for removal. These pulling loads induced in excess of 1Ct elongation of

the tubes.
d'

'

These tubes were delivered to the Westinghcuse R&D Center wnere they were
.

' ' subjected te intensive analyses including labcratory ICT, radiography.,
'

metallography, micreanalysis, and testing for cechanical prc;erties and
.

, integrity,
v

Metallegraphic examinatica revealed a generalMetallureical Examination: -

condition of (unifem) intergranular attack (!G') within the cre'v. ice regions

of each of the threa tubes examined. Varicus micreanalytical techniquas

(
indicate this cordition to be a result of a residual caustic materials remin-"

ing frcxn phesphate chemical treatment and pessibly frcrn earlier condenser

tube leakage. No intergranular attack or cracks were found in the tube

specimens above the tube sheet. ,

Tube R15-C45, which "showed'an 89t in-plant eddy current indication, exhibited
'

uniform IGA 4Ci through wall and eracks about SGt through wall adjacent to

the location of the in-plant edcy current indication, thereby confir.ing the

in-plant eddy current signal. This was also ecnfirmed by SIP fractography

of the fracture sur'sce.

--, , . . -
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Tubes R22-C37 and R20-C73 showed unifern IGA about 10% and cae;er crack
.

penetration to 50% and 33% of the wall, respectively. For tube R2C-:73,

a metallographic sarple was taken which extended 3/4" above and below the

top of the tubesheet, with no IGA observed along the entire length.

The results for Tubes R22-C37 and R20-C73 are of particular interes: since
How-they exhibited no eddy currt..t indicatter.s during in-plant ins;ectien.

'

ever, the local crack penetration was detected during labora: cry eddy current

examination, and it is therefore likely that these cracks were devele;ed under

the high tensile loads during the tube removal process.
,

The licensee and Westinghouse conclude that the eddy current testing is

currently not able to detect intergranul'ar Eccrosien witnii the tubeshee .I

'Significant (>20 percent through wall) cracks or tube wa'.1 per.e rations in

othe tubesheet area are, newever, detectable by eddy cu ran- esting. Tne cen-

ditions within the tubesheet crevices 3re such that the tecing material affect-

ed by intergranular corrosion is held in place by the tubeshee- itself and the

crevice condition shews a minimum of grain dislocation er cateriak-loss.As

k a result, the grains in the suspect region remain in pnysical and electrical

contact providing a continuous path for eddy currents induced in the tubewall

when the eddy current test is performed. The material, tnerefere, cay show r.o
l

|
-

eddy current indication of the corrosion within the t:basheet crevices unless

there is cracking th-cugh a porticn of the tube wall.
.

Mechanical Testirg: - Specimens were removed from R15-045 ar.d F.22-037 for

mechanical tests. Tensile tests, lead plug tests, and burs: tests were per-

fonned. .

.
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The tensile test results indicated thas the properties of the base core raterial

which has not seen general intergranular attack is similar to Virgin material.

,

in ter=s of strength and ductility.

Lead plug burst tests were run on specimens from tube R15-Ct5 fer the purpose of

determining the dianetral expansion of the tube prior to failure. The results

demonstrate that the tube has sufficient ductility to expand in e contact with

the t'tesheet within the crevice..

.

Burst tests were performed with specimens from tubes Rl -C45 and R22-C27 with the

following results:-

l. Samples removed ' rom the intergranularly attacked region of each tube'

(at least 5 inches belo top of tubesheet) exhibited burst prassure of

5100 psi and 6200 psi for tubes R15-C?5 and R22-C37, respec.ively. The

' maximum pressure acplied during a F.5LS will be appr:xir.ately 2C00 psi..
.

2. A 5 inch tube sar:le from Tube R22-C37 at a locatica ex ending,d ,in to

21/2 inches below the top of the tubesheet exhibi ed a burst s'trength

in excess of 11700 psi. Thus, there was no degradation in burst

strength relative to that for a virgin tube. This ccrresponds with

the result cf che metallurgical examination which indicated no in-

| targranular attach above the tubesheet.
-

\
'

.

Tube Integrity .
'

.

On the basis of test results and analysis, the licensee concluces:
.

Inside the Tubesheet
!

1. 10% remaining wall thickness (i.e. not penetrated by ~GA cr cracks)
'

is required to ensure that a double ended tube failure will not

| s --
,, .
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occur during a postulated main steam line break (P.!'.E',, ar.d is
.

, indicated to exist by the condition cf the tubes a:1='ned and

the test results...
.

2. Ductility will allow a degraded tube to expand :: c:r. a:t tubi-

sheet (i.e. no tube burst during MSL3).
,

.

3. Tube collapse during LOCA is highly unlikely since tv e ova'.i:stion

during collacse would be constrained by the tubes set.
,

4. The maximum leak rate as a result of a cra:k witt.ir :.e t :ssres:.

e

is governed by the annular gap. Tube breaks 0.15 i nen er ::rt
.

below the ter of the tubesheet will not pull cu;_:f t e :.best.se-

during MSL3 because of the restraint of the tube :ur.d:e. F:r

breaks within 0.15 inches of the top of the tubesneet, 'eak ra es

will be large enough to allow detection during ncn.al opera:i: ."

*

Outside the Tubesheet
.

'

1. The conditiens of the tubes examined and the tes: res.1 s indi:a:e

( that intergraquiar attack does not occur outside re :::eshee-

crevices.

2. 40% remaining wall is required to resist pressure 1:ating d.rin;

a LOCA, and is indicated to exist.
,

.

3. Test result: show that the leak-before-break cri aria is va'.i: and

will require tieely shutdown and corrective a:ti:ns.--

.

. . .
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Rem _edial Actions
,

The licensee plans to, or already has, implemented the following interim

seasures to provide additional assurance of cent'nued safety:
,

.

1. A hydrostatic test has bean successfully performed at 800 psi-

secondary to crimary pressure. Such test pressure exceeds the
,

pressure which might be imposed on the steam generator tubes in
.

the event of a less-of-coolant accident.

2. A primary to secondary hydrct:atic test has been successfully

performed at 2003 psi. This test pressure exc3eds that which
.

could develop during a steamline or feedwater if ne break and,

thus, demonstrates the tubes' ability to maintain their integrity
.

' during such events. .,

*
3. Upon NP.C approval of the Technical Specification change requested

by letter dated !!avember 2,1979, the reactor coclant system. ,

would be operated at the nominal pressure of 2000 psia rather *

.
than 2250 psia. This would reduce internal pressure stresses

\..
during operation approximately 15".

4. (a) Within 30 effective full power days, a 2,000 psi primary to secondary

hydrostatic test and a 800 psi secondary to primary hydrostatic test

will be performed. Should any significant leakage develcp as a result

' of either test, the leaking tubes will be identified and plugged.
.

9

.

.
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(b) Within 60 effective full pow'er days, the same primary to secondary'

,,

and secondary to primary hydrostatic tests will be repeated, and an

eddy current examination of the steam generater tubes will be per-

fonned. This eddy current program will be submitted to the N?.C for
.

Staff review.

Primary coolant activity for Point Beach Nuclear Piar. Unit 1 will be5

limited in accordance with the provisions of Secti:ns 2.4.5 and 4.4.5
-

of the Standard Technical Specificaticas for Westir.; house Pressurized
| ,

Water Reactors, Revision 2, July 1979, rather than_ Technical Specifica-

tion 15.3.1.C. The acceptability of this action is addressed in Appendix

C of this SER.
.

Close surveillance of primary to secondary leakage will be continued and5.

the reactor will be shut down for tube plugging or. detection 'and confir-,

..

mation of any cf the following conditions:

Sudden prirary to secondary leakage of 153 spd (0.1 gpm) in either\ a.

steam generator;

Any primary to secondary leakage in excess of 250 spd (0.17 gpm)b.

in either steam generator; or

An upward trend in primary to secondary 1,eaka;e in excess cf 15 spdc.

(0.01 gem) , er day, when measured primary to se:ondary leakage isn
.

above 150 gpd.

.

. e
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The reactor will be shutdown, and leakir.; s eam genera:or tubes plugged,
.

7.

'and an eddy current examination performed if any of the following conditions

are present:

Confirmatien of primary to secondary leakage in either steam generatorI a.

in excess of 500 gpd (0.35 spm); or

Two leakin; tubes are identified within a 20-day period.b.
.

This eddy current program will be submitted to the NF.C for Staff review.

.

T.he NRC Staff will be provided with a summary of the results of the eddy
'

~

8.

current examinations, including a description of the quality assurance
-

This surmary will include
program covering tube examination and plugging.

a photograph o' the tubesheet of each steam generator wnich will verify
,

.

the location of tubes which have been plugged.
..

'

The licensee has completed a review of Emergen:y Operating Proce'dare 3A,9.

Revision 9, dated March 29, 1978, and has confinned that this pr cedure

is appropriate for use in the case of a steam generator tube rup ure.

This procedure has been reviewed and found acceptable by NRC.

|

The licensee will complete a retraining program for all licensed reactor10.

operators and senior reactor operators in the conduct of E0P-3A, the

t',;be rupture procedure, before return to pewer cpera-ica,steam genera or
.

.

.
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In addition, the licensee plans to also implement the folloning measures in an

attempt to retard further tube degradation:

1. The reactor coolant system het les temperature will be reduced

to approximately 557 F. This will result in lower se:ondary

steam pressure and, hence, lower power cutput due to limited

flow capability of main turbine control valves. Maxt=um out-

put under these conditions is expected to be 53% full power
*

or 413 MWe net. Testing will be performed to ass;re main

steam moisture carryover does not exceed design value of 0.25%.

. -

.
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2. Close surveillance of feedwater chemistry con-*

"

ditions and condenser tube leakage will continue.
,,

3. Sludge lancing will be performed within 12 months of-

return to power.

With regard to Iten 1 above, deep crevice corrosion has not been cbserved to

date on the cold leg side. Th)e primary ecolant temperature on the cold leg

| side is 542 F at 100%. It is hcped, therefore, that reduced temperature

operation will be effective in retarding the rate of deep crevice c:rrosion-

on the hot leg. .

.

EVA!.UATION
.

The staff has met en two separate occasions, November 5 and 20,1979, with

* the licensee and tSeir consultants to review the inspection results (botn

August and October,1979 inspections) and to discuss the condition' of the

Point Beach Unit I steam generators and the measures which have 'he'en taken'

to assure their safe operation. In addition, the staff has also r viewed
I ( information subnitted by the licensee on November 2,1979 in response to'

our concerns regarcing the apparent increase in the rate of deep crevice

corrosion at Point Beach Unit 1. This infor:.ation includes results of two

f
successive 100; inscettions of all the steam generator tubes using both

single fre:uency and culti-frequer.!;y eddy current tecr.ni ues, resul s of

laboratory examinations of tube specimens that were removed frcan the tube .-
,

-
(

! sheet crevice regicns, and re:ults of analysis of degraded tube behavior
i

under nomal operating and postulated accident conditions.^
,

.

*

. ..-
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Several levels of defense are generally relied u;en to ensu-e steam-

~

generator tube integrity. These are inservice ir.spection, preventive

tube plugging, and e primary to seccndary leak rate licit.'

The following evaluation addresses the areas cf inservice inspec:f on, pre-

ventive tube plugging, pri ary-to-secondary leak rate li:-it, mechanical

tube integrity and the licensee's proposed reredial ac-i:.ns.

Inservice Inscecticn and Preventative Tube Plu::ir.;
e

The licensee has performed a 100% inspection of the stea. generator tubese

using multi-frequency ECT, and all tubes with E:T indi:sti: s in the crevice
,

-
,

zone have been plugg2d. The 100% inspection of the stear. generator tubes

represents a total inspection of the tube crevice regi:nt, and the tralti-frequency

,ECT is the mest sensitive technique currer.:ly available f:.- this type cf inspec-

tion. The plugging criteria were conservative in that i- included tubes with

any ECT indicatier. f r, the crevice region. Fu-: hem:re, im; roved QA and QC
'

procedures have been implemented to assure tha; all the tu:as containing

( pluggabie indications are indeed plugged. Mcwever, the accuracy of the ICT

technique is somewhat diminished in the tubesheet regien and cannct be fully

relied upon to detect every tube degraded by cae; crevice corresien. This

appears to be particularly true for tubes subject to general intergranular

attack, but which dq not contain cracks. partially tn-c.; . wall cracks

of significance are generally detectable, even in the tu:eshee region,

i

- -

.

'As ciscussec in tm.iG-0523, "Su=ary of Cperating Ex;e.-ien:;e with
Recirculating Steam Generators". Hwever, tne bases for continue
ooeration p-eved in this document did not cer. sider dee: crevice
cerrosion at . was not identified as a significant moce of ture cegrada: ion
prior to publication.

-s.
. .
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with the improved sensitivity associated with the culti-friquenty ECT probe.

It is unlikely that the general attack (IGA) will penetrate er,-

plately through the tube wall without a loss of some wall materf al, and where

significant loss of wall material occurs, it is generally detectable by the
ECT.

'
.

, Primary-to-Secondary Leak Rate Licits '

*

-,

The third level cf protection 'invnives limits on-the primary to seconeary
leakage rate. These limits are established to assure that (1) the cccurrence -

'

of leaks during nomal operation will be detected and (2) corrective ac: ion
'

,

will be taken before any individual through-wall crack becomes large encash

to open up d'uring costulated accident conditions and affect the ability of!

the ECCS system to cool the core during a LOCA or result in criccettabla radio-
~

, activity releases curing a MSL3. For straight section tubes Wh no ratial

restraint, a 0.35 g;r (500 gpd) limit assures that any individual [hrough wa'l

crack is less than the critical flaw size which could burst uncer lo, ads ).ssociated
with postulatec accident.

1

4
'

For through. wall cracks which may exist within the tubesheet, leakage during

postulated accidents will be severely restricted by the tight annular region

between the tube and tubesheet. '

Mechanical Tube :ata;rity
,

Because of the nature of deep crevice cracking, the mechanical integrity of
,

'

the degraded tubes offers an additional level of protection.' Secause the

deep crevice cracking is peculiar to the local chemistry conditiens in the
| *

, ..

. . . . ~
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tube to tubesheet crevice, the phenonenen will be licited to tha' area. Inis
.

is. confirmed by the location of all the defects which have been observed

d'uring 16:srvice ECT inspection, and by the lab' oratory examinations and

! mechanicci testing of tube ?,amples removed from Point Bea:h L' nit 1. The

mechanical tests demonstrate that material beneath the de;th of general
'

'

grain boundary attack and crack penetration exhibit similar mechanical

Froperties as the virgin material and is sufficien-ly ductile to allow the

tube to e.xpand to contact the tubesheet. Therefera, under .MI' 5, the cen-
0-

straint provided by the tubesheet' eliminates the p:tential f:r tube burs .

Regarding postula*.ed LOCA conditions, it is the licensee's c:nclusion that

the tubesheet constraint against tube ' ova'li:ation ac:cm:iry:n; c:llapse

reduces the' possibility of collapse within the tubesneet. Independen-ly

simulated collacse tests were conducted on unrestrained ::es wi-h defe: s,.

as large as 75" to 80% wall thinning and 1.5 inches in lan;th. The lowest

collapse pressure cbserved in these tests is 1760 psi which is , ell inw

excess of the pressitre differential expected durin; a LCCA. Thes'e tests in-

-(.' dicate that tube collapse would not be expected during a LOCA. These incapin-
|

~

dent test results can be extrapolated to envelop the conditions within theL

tubesheet region.

The independently simulated collapse tests resulted in small openings in

the tubes whien would have corresponding leak rates m;;h s aller than would

be expected from a burst tube. The secondary to primary in-learage rate
i

.

would be further limited by the restricted flow thr ugh the. tube to tube-

.

|

|

*

-
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An !i?.C staff evaluation indicates that critical cverheatingsheet crevice.
.

of the fuel during a LOCA could only occur for leakage rates ir. excess cf

1300 gpm. A large number of tube failures (collapses) would therefore be

necessary before the secondary to primary leak rate would result in steam*

binding and adversely affect the ability of thE ECCS to cool the core.*

Licensee's procosed Bases For Continued Oceration

Tne licensee has propcsed a pr[ gram to previde additional asscrance of

continued safety. This program includes (1) perfom.ing periodic orimary to

secondary itycrostatic tests to monitor the tubes' ability to mai .tain their
-

integrity under various differential pressure loadings, (2) im;csing a primary

to secondary leak rate limit that is more restrictive than the current Technical
i d that

^ . Specification limi t, (3) increasing the frequency of ECT ins; actions b tyen

. required by the Technical Specifications, and (4) acosting .c a restrictive
*

reactor coolant activity limits. .

The staff agrees ihtt hydrostatic pressure tests prior to returning to p:ver and
'

periodically durin; operation will provide a positive indicatica 3.nd increased

k confidence in ster generator tube integrity. These tests are cenducted in a

quasi-static mode that adequately models postulated accident c0nditions.

Similarly, the prescsed decrease in the primary-to-secondary leak rate limit
shutd:wn andwill provide. conservative limits which will raquire timely plar.:.

. Inservice inspection by ECT techniques is intended to iden:icorrective actions.

tubes which require clugging or are expected to require olug;ing price to the nex

Therefere, the inservice inspection and tube plegging criteria areinspection.

*Ints is oiscussec in more detail in Appendix A of this SEP'..

-

, . . . -
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tied together by the margin left for continued degradation ar.d by the rate of
-

degradation. The decreased effectiveness of ECT in the tubesheet region, and

the limited data base for defining the rate of corrosion indicate that more

frequent inspections are necessary. Therefore, the staff is in agreement

with the licensees proposal that ECT inspection of the steam generaters should

be conducted more frequently at described on page 16 of this SER. The

increased frequency of inspection will ensure that tubes with large defects

will be detected and removed from service and that the rate of degradation
. will be carefully monitored.

.

Measures for Reducing The Rate of Degradation

.

The licensee has also proposed various measures to be it;1emer.:ec in an

. attempt to retard further tube degradation. These measures include 1)

a crevice flushing program to remove harmful chemicals fra: tubesheet

crevices, and 2) reduced reactor coolant system operating pressure.and
,

temperature to reduce tube stresses and temperature. .

'

i ''
( i

Regarding the crevice flushing program, residual sodium and phosphate in the'

tubesheet crevice region will be removed by crevice-flushing techniques (i.e. ,

a steam flashing technique to dissolve material in the crevice). This should

help minimize fur:ber tube degradation in the deep crevice of the tubesheet.

'

Sodium, an alkalire forming species in boiler cooling water, is a principal
"

element that causes intergranular corrosive attack of Incenel 500 alley which

leads to caustic stress corrosion cracking. Caustic stress corrosion cracking'

is dependent or tercerature, hydroxyl-f on concentration and stress. L ab ora-

in NaOH solutions have shown that the time for stress corresiontory test:

cracking to occur in Inconel 600 alloy increases at temperatures below 55C'F.

_ _ _
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The licensee proposes to operate the Poir. Sea:h Unit i vith a rea:::r
.

coolant inlet tempe ature to the steam generators of 557 F wi-h a;;r:xi-

mately a 10% reduction in pressure different'ai to reduce the stress level.

The lower operating temperature will reduce the rate constant for intergranular

corrosion. Also the lower stress levels will reduce the rate of crz:k growth,

bperation of lower reactor coolant pressure (2000 psia) is currer.tly under
.

reYiew by the NRC staff. The acceptability of this proposal will be addressed

separately.

'

Regarding reduced reactor coolant system operating pressere ar.d ter.pera ure,
-

the only effect of the reduced temperature operation on the integrity of tne
' major camponents will'be a slight increase in the rate of radiati:n d2 mage

to the belt-line of the reactor vessel. This is ex;ected to be a cinor effe:t,

but should be take. into consideration when evaluating the pressure-temperature"

limits in the technical specifications. On the basis of informa: ion availabie,
~

*'

it is estimated that the additional shift in RT w:uld accunt :: ab:u: 50 F,

NDT .

if the lower terperature operation is c:ntinued to the end of life. A ditional
i

,

assurance that this effect will be prope-ly evaluated will be a: air.ed from
.

( ~ the reactor vessel material surveillance program. The lover operatir.g para-

meters are not ex:ected to affect the design limit for steam quality; i.e.

maisture carry over..

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above evaluation, the staff has reached the f ll: wing cca:lusiens:

1 1. Eddy-current-testing cannot be relied upon to detect all deep-crevicel

corrosion degradation but the majority of the defe:ts, particularly these

that are significant, will be detected. -

|

-'
. .

-
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2. Hydrostatic pressure tests performed prior to and during operation will

identify any significant remaining defects.
-

.-

3. Cor.servative primary to secondary leak rate limits will provide assurance

that in the event that large defects go undetected, or the corresion rate
'

accelerates, timely plant shutdown and corrective actions can be taken.

4. The constraint provided by the tubesheet and the mechanical properties

of the tubes greatly decrease the probabilty of grcss cube failure under

normal operating or postulated accident conditions.

5. A maximum 60 effective full power day operating period prior to the nex: ECT

.
inspection will provide adequate assurance that a larst acmber of tubes will

not simultaneously reach a point of incipien: failure. .

*

6. Remedial actions proposed b'y the' licensee will micigace the e.ffects of pos-

tulated accidents and retard the rate of corresion. .

.
.

7. The condition that the plant will be shut down for ECT examinatica when two
,

leaks are experienced in any 20-day period will provide an early indication

of any accelerated degradation. This will add furcher confidence of steam

generator tube integrity. . :
|

-
,

.

.
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Finally, even if a few tubes went undetected by ECT ar.d hydro:ssts, beca:s

severely degraded without leaking, and collapsed during a pcstul.tted LOCA, the

resulting in-leakage would be tolerable because of the collapsa failure code and ;

the large leak rates required to adversely affect ECCS perfer ance.

Therefore, the staff has concluded that implementatier. of the remedial actions

proposed by the licensee will assure safe cpera*.icn cf the unit for a con-

servatively established period of 60 effective full pa,er days. At the end of

this period an ECT inspection of the stea: generators s..:.ld be perferred a-d-

,

results evaiunted.
. _ . _

Nov 3 01373
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_APPEN"!X A_

CALCULATION OF SECONDARY-PRIMARY LEALAGE*

-

. .

First addressing the out-leakage flow phenomenon the staff assu=ed a nominal
crevice gap of 0.033 inch, the cract is located mid-depth (?. bout 10 inches)
below the top surfa:e of tubesheet and primary-to-secondary op of 1500 psi,~

the leakage rate is calculated to be 9.5 gpm. Within 9 seconds of a LOCA,

the pressura difference drops to zero psi primary-to-secondary, the leakage
rate would tnen be zero. After ,this time the to reverses and the in-leakage

-

takes place. ,

.

Under LOCA conditiens that the in-leakage is of concern, this in-leakace rate
is calculated to be 5.5 gpm under the following assumptions:

.

Kass Flux G: 3500 lbm/f:2 -sec
'

,

Nominal Crevice Gap: 0.003 inch
. .

Saturation c:ndition of secondary water at tne maxi =um :ressure differ-
.

ence of 300 psi.
.

"

In addition a conservative calculation was made which assu. ad :'.illotine tube
-

* rupture at .5 inches below top of tubesheet giving an in-leaka;e rate of g.2 gpm.
Based on the above two calculations, the in-leakage flow rate was escim.s ed to

be 7 gym.
* - .

.

Therefore, a very large number of tubes has to be simultaneously broken in a

( guillotine manner to induce a large total in-leakage (>1303 g;m) to be of

concern .regarding the steam binding effect that may slow cown the ECCS performance.
s

Thus, the concern in the Wisconsin's Environmental Decade's Petition of November if

and 26,1979, regarding the APS study of steam binding is not an a;plicable
.

concern in this case.
. ,

Further, these estinates are conservative in that the guillotiac break has to be
.

initiated from circu-ferential crteks which have not been observed, and the gaps

are filled with sludge and not clean as assumed.
'

.
s

e
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APPEN0!( B

ECCS Analysis for 18: Stear Generater Tubes :lueced
.

By letter dated November 19,1979 (Reference 1), as su;;Iener.:ed November

26,1979 (Reference 2), Wisconsin Electric Power Compar.y (the licensee)

submitted an Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) reanalysis for Point

Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1. The analysis was perfer ed assc.ing 18
.

percent of steam generator tubes plugged. It supersedes the previous ECCS

analysis in which 10 percent of steam generator tubes were assured to be

plugged (Reference 3).

.

Evaluation

.

The recently experienced steam generator tub,e degradati:n -e:.i.ed plug-ing

of additional tubes and the level of the tubes plus;ed is n> at the 10

percent limit assuned in the current ECCS analysis" (Refererce 3). In orcer

'ho allow for some additional tube pluggn.g, the licenses has requested that

the limit of stear generator tubes plugged be raised fr:m 1: percent to 15

In support of his request, the licensee has submitted a new LOCApercent. .,

analysis based on 19 percent of steam generator tubes pluggac (Reference 1).
g

The analysis was performed with the NRC approved February 1975 version of

the Westinghouse Evaluation P.edel (References 4, 5, and 6) and it included

the following assumptions:

Total Peaking Factor: 2.32
Primary Ccolant System Pressure: 2280 psia
Core Inlet Temperature: 544'F (nominal value)

,

Although the submitted analysis was limited tc a single braak, the DEGCL with

C = 0.4,the licensee has provided an acceptable justificatic- by referer.cing
*

D

'10.1% in steam generator A; 9.8% in S.
.

99
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the generic analysis which was performed for the whole break spectrum
,

and which was previously submitted to the NRC (Reference 3).

The consideration of upper pienum infection (UPf) effect was not included

in the present analysis. Hcwever, it was previously demonstrated (Ref-

erences 7 and 8) that this effect would cause a 60 F increase in peak

clad temperature (PCT). In order to use the present ECCS evaluatien

model to analyze a postulated [LOCA in the Poin- Seach plant and remain in

co=pliance with IC CFR 50.46, a limit of 2140 F on calculated peak clad

temperature must be observed.
_

-

.

The results of the analysis are provided below:

Peak Clad Terperature: 2053*F
.

Local Zr-Watc r Reaction: 5.11 percer.t
*

Total Zr-Wcter Reaction: less than 0.3 percent .

All these values are below the limits of 10 CFR 50.45 anc are tnere ore
.,

acceptable.

k_

Conclusion
i

Based on our review of the submitted documencs, we conclude from the results

of the ECCS analysis performed with the previously approved February 1978

|
versicn of the Westinghouse evaluation medel that c; era-ic.. of Foint

Beach Unit 1 at a primary coolant pressure of 2250 psia and a peaking factor
'

| limit of 2.32 will be in conformance with the 10 CFR 50.45 criteria. We

consider the ECCS analysis acceptable for allowing the plant to be operated
j
1

with up to a max mum at 18 percent of steam ger.erator tubes plugged.|
i

l

!

.- -.
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.

REVISED REACTOR COOLANT ACTIVITY !.I.M:TS-

.

.-

We have evaluated the potential radiological consequences of steam line

breaks and steam generator tube ruptures for the Point Seach Unit No.1

pl ant. The consequences of these accidents can be limited to small
'

fractions of the 10 CFR 100 guidelines by appropriate limits on the

fission prcduct concentrations of the primary coolant. The present
,

technical specifications do not include a specific limit on iodine

concentration in the primary coolant. In response to the suff's request,,

the licensee has acreed to operate within the limits of the staff's

Standard Technical Specification on primary coolant activity fer Pcint
- Saach 1. With this Standard Technical Specification in place, we conclude

that the consequences of postulated steam line break and steam';enerator

* tube rupture acciderits would result in deses which would be a small

fraction of the 10 CFR 100 guidelines. .
,
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ATTACHMENT 4' /
m

Mr. Sol Burstein
Executive Vice President
Wiscon' sin Electric Power Company
231 West Michigan Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

Dear Mr. Burstein:

Enclosed is a signed original Order Modifying Confirmatory Order of
November 30, 1979 dated January 3,1980, issued by the Comission for,

Point Beach Nuclear Plant Unit No.1. The Order amends Facility-

Operating License No. DPR-24 by incorporating and confirming those
commitments made by Wisconsin Electric Power Company in its letter
of December 31, 1979. The comitment is to operate unit 1 at a reactor
coolant system pressure of 2000 psia.

.

We have concluded that this additional limit is necessary for continued
assurance that the public health and safety will not be endangered by
the continued operation of Point Beach Unit No.1. The basis for this
conclusion is contained in our Safety Evaluation Report which is appended
to the Order.

A copy of the Order is being filed with the Office of the Federal Register
for publication.

Sincerely, f.

(
/6WE|SWe

A. Schwencer, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch " ~

- Division of Operating Reac.

Enclosure:
Order Modifying Confirmatory

Order of November 30, 1979 Copies to:

C. S. McNeer
R. H. Gorske/A. W. Finke
C. W. Fay

VD. K. Porter
G. A. Reed
Gcccid Chc.~.r''
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Mr. Sol Burstein
Wisconsin Electric Power Company

'cc: Mr. Bruce Churchill, Esquire
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Tr:wcridge
1800 M Street, N.W. '

Washington, D. C. 20036

Document Department
University of Wisconsin

' Stevens Point Library
Stevens Point, Wisconsin 54?31 ,

Mr. Glenn A. Reed, Manager
Nuclear Operations
Wisconsin Electric Power Com;any
Point Beach Nuclear Plant

-

6610 Nuclear Road,- '

Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241

Walter L. Myer
'

Town Chairman _ ~ - -
Town of Two Creeks
Route 3
Two Rivers, Wisconsin 54241

-

Chairman
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin
Hill Farms State Office Builcing
Madison, Wisconsin 53702

'

Director, Technical Assessre-t :ivisicn
Office of Radiation Progra. s ' AX-459)
U. S. Environmental Protec-i: n .'gency
Crystal Mall #2

s Arlington, Virginia 20460'-

U. S. Environmental Protec-ic n Agency
Federal Activities Branch
Region V Office
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR
230 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604

__ _. ._ _ _ _ _ _-


